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ABSTRACT

Tittle of Dissertation: An Analytical And Experimental
Investigation of Natural 
Circulation Transients In A 
Model Pressurizer Water Reactor

Mahmoud Massoud, Doctor of Philosophy, 1986
Dissertation Directed by: Dr. Y.Y. Hsu,

Professor, Department of 
Chemical and Nuclear Engineering

Natural Circulation phenomena in a simulated PWR was 
investigated experimentally and analytically. The experi
mental investigation included determination of system 
characteristics as well as system response to the imposed 
transient under symmetric and asymmetric operations.
System characteristics were used to obtain correlation for 
heat transfer coefficient in heat exchangers, system flow 
resistance, and system buoyancy head. Asymmetric tran
sients were imposed to study flow oscillation and possible 
instability. The analytical investigation encompassed 
development of mathematical model for single-phase, 
steady-state and transient natural circulation as well as 
modification of existing model for two-phase flow analysis 
of phenomena such as small break LOCA, high pressure 
coolant injection and pump coast down. The developed 
mathematical model for single-phase analysis was computer 
coded to simulate the imposed transients. The computer
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program, entitled "S^ymmetric and Asymmetric Analysis of. 
Single-Phase Flow (SAS)," were employed to simulate the 
imposed transients. It closely emulated the system 
behavior throughout the transient and subsequent steady- 
state. Modifications for two-phase flow analysis included 
addition of models for once-through steam generator and 
electric heater rods, Both programs are faster than 
real time. Off-line, they can be used for prediction and 
training applications while on-line they serve for simula
tion and signal validation.

The programs can also be used to determine the sensiti
vity of natural circulation behaviour to variation of 
inputs such as secondary distribution and power transients,
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION

Design and operation of nuclear power plants are 
based on the criterion of maintaining the integrity of 
fission product barriers at all times. These barriers 
namely, nuclear fuel, fuel rod cladding, pressure vessel 
and containment must withstand the hardship to which they 
are being subjected due to the operational transients. A 
Loss of Coolant Accident, LOCA, was considered to be the 
most severe incident jeopardizing the integrity of these 
barriers. The traumatic event at Three Mile Island 
nuclear plant, TMI, in March of 1979 revealed the grave 
effects of Small Break LOCA, (SBLOCA) on the integrity 
of the barriers. It also demonstrated the importance of 
the inherent safety features of a nuclear reactor such 
as the natural circulation mechanism in aiding the long 
term cooling of an otherwise crippled system.

Among the lessons learned from this incident are 
the importance of operator training and human factors in 
the overall scenario of an incident. Using simulators 
train to operators and providing them with faster than 
real-time computer programs are now commonplace in the 
majority of the nuclear plants.

The pronounced impact of natural circulation on the 
long term cooling of the core, in the absence of primary



loop pumps, triggered the US Nuclear Regulatory Conmis- 
sion, US NRG, as well as other interested institutions to 
devote much attention to a thorough investigation of this 
mechanism. Experimental facilities such as MIST (M6),
EPRI (S4) and the UMCP 2x4 Natural Circulation Loop fall 
in this catagory. Information derived from these types of 
facilities can be used not only to make operation of these 
plants safer but is also valuable in the design process. 
This information can be used to improve those mathematical 
models for which data are scarce and require modification 
in order to assess the involved phenomena more realis
tically.

The UMCP 2x4 facility (the Loop) is a simulation of 
TMI, scaled down according to the scaling criteria 
described in Chapter 3. Among the various topics which 
are the subjects of investigation this facility, the 
following topics are specifically studied theoretically 
in this thesis. These topics include the analysis of;

- Single phase and two-phase flows in natural 
circulation under steady state and transient 
conditions in symmetric and asymmetric loops 
Small break LOCA
Pressurizer response to transient conditions 
Pump model



1.1 Organization

The organization of this thesis is as follows:
After the introduction and the objective of study present
ed in this chapter, the background for the study is 
discussed with regard to both experimental facilities as 
well as the computer tools used to interpret and predict 
the data. This background discussion is presented in 
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 the Loop is described including: 
scaling logic, design dimensions, and hardware specifi
cations. Chapter 4 includes the mathematical models 
representing the physical phenomena and the solution 
techniques used to solve equations comprising these 
models. Discussion of and comparison between the analyti
cal predictions and data are made in Chapter 5. Finally, 
conclusions, suggestions and recommendations are presented 
in Chapter 6. It has been attempted, for the sake of 
clarity, to accommodate the supporting topics in the 
corresponding chapter. Those topics which do not assist 
directly in description of a subject, however, are 
presented in appendices following Chapter 6.

1.2 Objective

The goal of this study is to investigate, analytically 
and experimentally, steady-state and transient behavior of 
a single-phase natural circulation flow system relevant to



operational transients as well as to long term cooling of 
pressurized water reactors. It is necessary for such a 
study, to obtain system characteristics and responses to 
the imposed transients. Such transients include;

heater rod power variations to simulate core power 
ramp or decay,
secondary-side flow transient to simulate disrup
tion and resumption of feedwater flow in a symme
tric or asymmetric manner,
secondary-side subcooling transients, symmetrical 
or asymmetrical, to simulate loss of feedwater 
heaters and feedwater flow variations, 

or a combination of the three transients.
The mathematical model would require the system 

geometry and boundary and initial conditions of the 
secondary-side and would calculate flow rates, and 
temperature distribution in steady-state conditions and 
throughout the transient. Such a mathematical tool, being 
faster than real time would be useful in predicting the 
consequences of some operational transients as well as in 
operator training applications and if used on line would 
serve as a reliable source for signal validation.

Included in the objective is also an investigation 
of state-of-the-art two-phase flow models and enhance
ment of such models for the purpose of plant transient 
simulations.



CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND

In order to study the normal and abnormal transient 
behavior of nuclear reactors, many complex phenomena need 
to be analyzed. One of the major areas which must be 
investigated is the thermal-hydraulics behaviour of the 
reactor system. The investigation should include analyti
cal as well as experimental aspects. In the sections 
which would follow each aspect will be discussed in 
detail.

2.1 Analytical Investigation

Analytical research attempts to develope methods which 
numerically solve the equations describing the heat 
transfer and fluid dynamics in a reactor. Elaborate 
numerical methods have evolved which rely heavily on the 
use of digital computers. Conceivably, if all of the 
significant physical phenomena are considered in the 
computer code, then accurate predictions of the flow 
conditions can be obtained. These methods can also analyze 
conditions which could not be directly measured.

In order to meet the objective of accurately predict
ing the thermal-hydraulics field in the reactor system a 
number of analytical tools have been developed. These 
range from simple one equation models, used to predict a



particular phenomenon, to large computer codes which 
attempt to analyze the entire reactor system. Typically, 
the most widely used and generally the most useful tools 
are the thermal-hydraulics computer codes. Simply stated, 
these codes attempt to numerically solve the mass, 
momentum and energy conservation equations for a particu
lar geometrical configuration and for the conditions of 
interest. Since the conservation equations must be 
supplemented by empirical correlations needed to describe 
specific phenomena, the therma1-hydraulies computer codes 
are engineering analysis tools which combine basic physics 
with empirical models.

It is interesting to note that despite the commonality 
of the basis of all of these tools, i.e., solution to the 
conservation equations, the complexity of the subject has 
caused creation of numerous computer codes in Europe,
Japan and here in the United States. There are already 
several versions of each and new codes are still appearing 
(Ml).

The need for improved analysis of nuclear reactor 
safety has led to development of more sophisticated 
models and methods for multi-dimensional thermal- 
hydraulics analysis. These methods have became progres
sively more complex in order to account for the many 
physical phenomena which are anticipated during both 
steady-state and transient conditions. In particular, the



modeling of two-phase flow, which is required for both PWR 
and BWR systems, is especially complex. In two-phase 
flow, both thermal and mechanical non-equilibrium between 
the two phases can exit. These non-equilibrium effects 
take the form of subcooled boiling, vapor superheating and 
relative motion of the two phases. In order to have 
realistic calculations, these physical phenomena must be 
accounted for in the numerical method.

Diversity of the methods and models used in the 
thermal-hydraulics computer codes require classification 
of these codes to facilitate their comparison. Such 
classification may be based upon many aspects, namely, 
type of analysis, method of analysis, mathematical model, 
solution technique, etc. This classification is presented 
in Table 2.1. As is seen in this table, system analysis 
capability includes loop codes, component codes, and 
system simulation codes. It must be emphasized that 
computer codes devised to analyze the therma1-hydraulie 
behaviour of systems other than reactors, such as contain
ment, for example, are excluded in this classification.

Loop codes are those which are specifically devised to 
analyze the overall behavior of the reactor system. Due 
to the large size of the system, these types of codes do 
not perform detailed analysis for the components involved, 
for example the reactor core. Therefore, many details are 
lost in such large control volume analysis. However, loop



Table 2.1

Thermal-Hydraulic Computer Code Classification Criteria

1 - System Analysis Capability
A. Loop Codes
B. Component Codes

i. Subchannel Analysis
ii. Distributed Resistance Analysis

C. Simulation Codes

2 - Two-Phase Flow Model
A. Homogeneous Equilibrium Model
B. Drift-Flux Model
C. Two-Fluid Model



codes generally provide boundary and initial conditions 
for the component codes for detailed analysis. A typical 
loop-wide nodalization is shown in Figure 2.1(Jl). The 
most well known loop codes are RELAP (FI) and RETRAN (PI) 
series and TRAC (SI).

Component codes are devised to analyze a single 
component such as a reactor core, or the whole vessel.
Many of the core analysis codes encompass models for core 
neutronics feedback on thermal-hydraulics. Complexity of 
the core analysis, is appreciated by noticing that a 
component code used in a rod bundle analysis should deter
mine the pressure and temperature distributions under 
steady-state and transient conditions for a single or 
two-phase flow in a non-uniform geometry (Fig 2.2a) in a 
core having non-uniform axial (Cosine) and radial (Bessel) 
power profiles.

Component codes, specifically those intended for 
rod-bundle analysis, can be further classified according 
to their analysis method, which includes; subchannel 
analysis and distributed resistance analysis.

In subchannel analysis, the rod-bundle cross section 
is subdivided into a number of parallel interacting flow 
subchannels. Flow is assumed to be predominantly in the 
axial direction and there exists no velocity and tempera
ture gradient inside a subchannel. A set of mass, energy, 
axial and transverse momentum equations are then solved
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iteratively for the subchannel. Depicted in Figure 2.2a 
is a typical coolant centered subchannel. The most 
popular subchannel codes include the COBRA series (S2) and 
THERMIT (Kl).

In distributed resistance analysis, porous body 
conservation equations are arranged in a quasi-continuous 
manner to eliminate the restrictions imposed by subchannel 
analysis. By doing so no restrictions are placed on the 
flow conditions. However, as in the case of subchannel 
analysis, the details of the flow structure within a 
control volume can not be determined. A typical computa
tional porous cell is shown in Figure 2.2b. Among the 
codes employing this technique are COMMIX-1 (S3), and 
THERMIT (K2).

Simulation codes are basically simplified loop codes 
with the advantage of having a running time much shorter 
than real time for many operational transients. In 
on-line mode, they can be installed in the control room to 
enhance the rate of information achieved by plant process 
computers. In off-line mode they can be used for training 
purposes. An important application of simulation codes is 
signal validation. These codes generally encompass models 
for plant control systems, plant protection systems and 
balance of plant, specifically; pipes, valves, heat 
exchangers, pumps, and turbine. The efficiency in 
mathematical modeling is mostly due to the fact that

11
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unlike the loop codes, in simulation codes the number of 
control volumes representing the reactor system regions is 
fixed. Hence, there is no provision for dividing a region 
into a desired number of control volumes. The efficiency 
is also due to the momentum integral method as explained 
in Chapter 4. Introduction of this method implicitly 
implies that the propagation of pressure waves in pipes, 
pumps, heat exchangers, and valves takes place on a time 
scale much smaller (milliseconds) than the transient of 
interest (seconds to minutes) (M2). Such simplification 
makes these types of codes more suitable for predicting 
slow transients, such as reactor start up and those 
involving balance of plant system such as load changes.
At the same time any prediction of large break LOCAs by 
employing codes using such a simplification would be 
greatly untrustworthy.

Among the publicly available simulation codes, which 
mostly focus on simulation of transients in loop-type 
LMFBRs, are MINET (VI), CURL (Cl), SSC-L (Gl), and DEMO 
(L2 ). It must be added here that some loop codes such 

as RELAP5 (FI) may be used either as a loop code or as a 
simulation code. The running speed in simulation mode is 
a function of system detail and computer type. Shown in 
Figures 2.1 and 2.3 are the RELAP5 typical nodalization of 
the primary and secondary system.

As is seen from Table 2.1, thermal-hydraulic computer

13
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codes can also be classified according to models employed 
for two-phase flow analysis. These models are in general 
homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM), drift flux model and 
two-fluid model. Essentially the type of two-phase model 
refers to the number of conservation equations which are 
used to describe the two-phase flow, as summarized in 
Table 2.2. As the number of conservation equations 
increases, so is the number of required constitutive 
models. However, with more equations, accurate results 
are more likely to be predicted for severe conditions.
The more general equations also allow better physical 
modeling which is essential for the description of 
two-phase flow.

The homogeneous equilibrium model is the simplest of 
all. It assumes the vapor and liquid are in thermal 
equilibrium and there is no relative velocity between 
the two phases. These assumptions are clearly limiting, 
but may be adequate for certain flow conditions. Exten
sions of this model to include relative velocity, slip, 
and thermal non-equilibrium (subcooled boiling) effects 
are possible using empirical models.

The drift flux models, either the four or five 
equation models, add some complexity to the two-phase flow 
description. But, by treating the vapor and liquid phases 
as separate streams still in thermal equilibrium, these 
models allow for accurate velocity predictions.
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Table 2.2

Summary of Two-Phase Flow Models

Two-Phase Conservations Constitutive Imposed Restrictions On: 
Flow Model Equations Laws

HEM

Mass Energy Mom. F Fj_ Phasic Phasic Phasic
Temp. Vel. Dist.

1 1 1 0  0 0 Equal Equal Uniform

Drift
Flux

2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 Ty-Tj Slip 
Eq. Eq. None

4 Eq. 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 0 None Slip
Eq.

Uniform

Models 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 Tv-Ti
Eq.

None Uniform

Drift
Flux

2 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 None Slip None
Eq.

5 Eq. 2 1 2 2 1 1 0 1 Tv~Ti None
Eq.

None

Models 1 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 None None Uniform

Two-Phase 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 None None None

Three-Fluid 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 None None None
(Liquid, 
Vapor and 
Liquid 
Drops)
Fw-Fir
Qw
®i

wall friction model 
interfacial friction model 
interfacial mass exchange model 
wall heat transfer model 
interfacial heat transfer model

16



In the two-fluid model, separate conservation equa
tions are written for the vapor and liquid phases. This 
model allows a very general description of the two-phase 
flow. However, it also introduces a large number of 
constitutive equations. The most important relations are 
those which represent the transfer of mass, energy, and 
momentum across liquid-vapor interfaces. The advantage of 
using this model is that physically based mechanistic 
models can be formulated for these terms which should be 
valid over a wide range of conditions. The elaborate 
two-fluid model while sufficient to analyze many two-phase 
flow conditions, still lacks the capability required for 
handling conditions existing in the reflood phase of a 
LOCA.

The three-fluid model which is an extension of the 
twofluid model is devised to account for the droplet phase 
in addition to the liquid and vapor phases. This model is 
employed in COBRA-TF (Tlj which is specifically suited to 
analyze reflood related conditions.

17



2« 2 Experimental Investigation

The experimental research attempts to measure and 
identify the important variables in both single-phase and 
two-phase flows. In order to explain the experimental 
test facilities and their objectives, a description of 
PWRs is presented first followed by a brief description of 
thermal-hydraulics scaling law.

The PWR primary system is operated at pressure-tempe
rature conditions such that no net vaporization of the 
coolant under normal conditions is permitted. The tran
sport of fission energy is through nuclear fuel and then 
the primary coolant, steam generators tubes and finally 
the turbine generator as shown in Figure 2.4. Since the 
primary coolant is essentially subcooled and hence incom
pressible, a pressurizer is attached to one loop of the 
primary system to control the system pressure and provide 
surge capacity for volume changes in the system coolant. 
Other components of a PWR primary are coolant pumps and 
steam generators. Details of the thermal-hydraulics 
design of PWRs, manufactured by three major United States 
vendors is presented in Table 2.3. Configurations of 
primary coolant loop and flow paths and reactor components 
are presented in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 (F2), respectively. 
The dominant characteristics of PWR configurations, as 
shown in Figure 2.5, are cold leg pump placement, vertical 
orientation of pumps, vertical orientation of the steam

18
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Table 2.3
Thermal Hydraulics Parameters for Standard 3800 Mwt PWRs

B. & W. C.E. Westg.
NSS-205 System 80 Resar-414

Number of Loops 2 2 4

Number of Pumps 4 4 4

Thermal Power Rating, Mwt 3820 3617 3820

System Pressure, psia 2235 2250 2250

Coolant Flow
Total Flow Rate, lb/hr 1.6E8 1.64E8 1.5E8
Effective Flow Rate for

Heat Transfer, lb/hr 1.5E8 1.57E8 1.4E6
Average Mass Velocity, 2.6E6 2.58E6 2.8E6lb/hr-ft2

Coolant Temperature (in ®F)
Inlet 569 565 563.8
Average in Core 579.5 594 597.5
Average Core outlet 629 624 627.4
Vessel Outlet 626 621 624.9
Hot Channel Outlet 650 652 648.3

Heat Transfer at Rated Power
Active Heat Transfer

Surface Area, ft^ 6.4E4 6.8E4 6.9E4
Aver. Heat Flux, Btu/hr-ft^ 1.9E5 1.8E5 1.8E5
Max. Heat Flux, Btu/hr-ft^ 5.2E5 4.3E5 4.9E5
Aver. Lin. Heat Rate, Kw/ft 5.7 5.4 5.2
Max. Lin. Heat Rate, Kw/ft 15.2 12.7 14.0

Fuel Rods (Beginning of Life)
Number 54,120 56,876 50,952
Outside Diameter, in. .379 .382 .374
Cladding Thickness, in. .0235 .0250 .0225
Diametral Gap, in. .0080 .0070 .0065
Fuel Pellet Diameter, in. .324 .325 .3225
Active Length, in. 143 150 168
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generators, and elevation of the steam generator thermal 
center above that of the core. Placement of p\imp in the 
cold leg ensures low temperature in suction, as opposed to 
that of the hot leg, as well as the head supplied by steam 
generator vertical orientation. These would supply the 
required net positive suction head, NPSH, which in turn 
increases the margin to onset of pump cavitation.
Vertical orientation of the pump provides for convenient 
accommodation of the loop thermal expansion in a more 
compact layout and facilitates their serviceability, while 
vertical steam generator orientation also eases the 
difficulty in support design, as well as eliminating a 
possible flow stratification problem. The relative 
vertical arrangement of thermal centers of steam genera
tors above the core is established to provide the capabi
lity for natural circulation heat removal in the primary 
loop. As is explained in Chapter 4, thermal length, which 
is the vertical distance between the steam generator and 
the core thermal centers, plays a dominant role in the 
momentum balance to drive the flow during the latter part 
of pump coast down and throughout the established natural 
circulation. As with any other aspect of engineering 
design, thermal length has its own evolution. For 
example, the Babcock and Wilcox ,B&W, designed Oconee 
Station had the bottom of the steam generators located six 
feet below the bottom of the reactor vessel. To enhance
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the effect of thermal length, B&W revised its original 
lowered loop design to the current standard raised loop 
design (Blj. In the original B&W design, vent valves were 
provided within the reactor vessel between the upper 
plenum and the downcomer to relieve postulated steam 
binding under loss of coolant accident conditions. These 
vent valves have been retained for the current B&W 
Standard 205 plant with the premises of providing higher 
core reflooding rates under loss of coolant accident 
conditions.

Another major component of a PWR steam supply system 
is the steam generator. Only recently has it been fully 
realized that the thermal performance and transient 
response of the steam generators not only is coupled to 
the primary side, but can often dominate the primary side 
response and the reactor thermal output. It is interest
ing to note that the secondary side of a PWR contains 
typically, several times the stored energy and fluid 
inventory of the primary. The requirement for a steam 
generator thermal design is to remove the heat from 
the primary coolant and provide steam to drive the 
turbines. From stress point of view, this is done by 
passing the hot primary fluid through tubes and creating 
boiling and steam generation on the outside of the tubes. 
Many tubes (typically in the order of 35,000) are needed 
in parallel to enhance the heat transfer mechanism by
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increasing the heat transfer area and to create the 
correct system condition for the turbine. The shell side 
pressure is usually about half of that of the tube side, 
1000 vs 2200 psi. Steam generators can be divided into 
two major types, U-tube (UTSG) and Once through, (OTSG). 
Occasionally, there can be found horizontal type steam 
generators. Schematics of the two major types, UTSG 
and OTSG, are presented in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, respec
tively. Their important design features and parameters 
are presented in Table 2.4 for the purposes of comparison.

I

As is seen from Figure 2.7 in a UTSG, primary coolant 
enters from the bottom into the inlet plenum of steam 
generator, moves upward inside the tubes then downward 
toward the outlet plenum and finally enters the cold leg. 
Inlet and outlet plenums are partitioned by a vertical 
separator plate. Secondary fluid enters the steam genera
tor downcomer at mid-height. It is distributed evenly in 
the downcomer via a feedwater sparger. Downcomer is 
provided primarily to preclude tube impingement by 
feedwater momentum and uniform distribution of flow to 
avoid the so called horse shoe effect. It also serves as 
a mixing chamber for the subcooled feedwater and saturated 
droplets entering the downcomer from the steam separator 
assembly. A UTSG is a combination of parallel and counter 
current flow heat exchanger. Feedwater, in the shell, 
moves upward to reach the saturation point. The steam
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Table 2.4

Typical Steam Generator Design Data and Dimensions

Parameter Unit
USTG 
2 Loop

USTG 
4 Loop

OSTG 
2 Loop

Primary Coolant Flow lb/hr 61E6 34.6 79
Steam Flow lb/hr 5.6E6 3.79 8.4
Coolant Inlet

Temperature
°F 595 618.5 620

Coolant Outlet
Temperature

°F 540 557.2 557

Primary Pressure Drop psi 34.1 30.8 -
Primary Design 

Pressure
psig 2,485 2,485 2,500

Primary Operating 
Pressure

psig 2,250 2,250 2,250

Feedwater Temperature °F 435 440 465
Secondary Design 

Pressure
psig 815 1,185 1,235

Tube O.D. in. 0.75 0.75 0.625
Tube Wall Thickness in. 0.048 0.043 0.34
Number of Tubes 8,519 4,674 16,080
Average Tube Length ft 51 56 52
Circulation Ratio 3.5 2.4 -
Overall Height ft 68 68 75
Shell I.D. ft 13 11 11.5
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separator assembly extracts water droplets via vanes, 
inducing centrifugal motion to the flow, and discharges 
dry saturated steam to the steam line and the high 
pressure stage of the turbine. Introduction of dry steam 
to the turbine is vital for prolonging turbine blade 
lifetime and avoiding enhancement of corrosion.

Operation of the OTSG is quite similar to that of 
UTSG, with some exceptions. In OTSGs primary coolant 
enters from the top into the steam generator upper plenum 
via the hot leg candy-cane, moves downward inside the 
tubes and enters the cold leg via steam generator lower 
plenum. OTSGs are basically counter current heat exchang
ers in which subcooled feedwater leaves the steam genera
tor as superheated vapor. Thus, theoretically, the 
thermal efficiency of OTSGs are higher than that of UTSGs 
at identical pressure and inlet temperature.
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2,3 Similarity and Scaling Law

The purpose of similarity analysis is to study a 
manageable scaled down model and apply the results to the 
prototype. Such useful method has its own pitfalls, 
however. The condition for similarity exists only if the 
scaling laws are valid. The first task, in thermal- 
hydraulics scaling is then to identify the minimum 
required scaling criteria and to try to satisfy these 
criteria. This task is well established for forced flow 
in single-phase condition in which the corresponding 
non-dimensional group is identified. In general, if flow 
is dominated by one operating force the identification 
of non-dimensional groups to satisfy scaling laws is 
rather straightforward. However, difficulties are 
encountered when there are several primary operating 
forces or phenomena. For example, for completely enclosed 
isothermal flow in turbines, pumps, and pipes there exists 
only one dominant forces namely viscous force. For this 
case the similarity condition is satisfied by equating the 
corresponding Reynolds numbers. On the other hand when 
gravitational and viscous forces both predominate, as in 
the case of drag on the surface of submerged bodies, 
both the Froude and the Reynolds numbers should be the 
same in the model and the prototype (Nl). Two-phase flow 
conditions introduce additional difficulties due to the 
existing uncertainties in the conservation equation.
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two-phase flow correlations, and flow regime transition 
criteria (II).

A rational approach develop similarity conditions is 
to set up the conservation equations and the equation of 
state for both prototype and model. Next, it should be 
investigate the circumstances under which these two sets 
of equations become identical. This is based on the 
premises that identical conservation equations would 
explain identical behavior in prototype and model. Since 
the purpose in such an approach is the derivation of 
scaling laws and not the direct solution of the conserva
tion equations, these equations can be expressed in their 
most general forms. For the sake of clarity an example 
of such an approach is discussed below (Nl).

Define four similarity relations as;

L* A* t* (q''')*
Lr = —  , A|̂  = —  , t^ = —  , and q^ =

L A t q I f f

where L^, A^, t^ and q^ represent the ratios of length, 
flow area, time, and volumetric heat generation rate of 
the model to the prototype, respectively.

Now, the set of equations for the prototype is 
retained but that of the model is adjusted by employing 
the defined similarity relations. The uniqueness require
ment while preserving the transient time would imply that;

%  = 1 and tR = qR = 1
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and the flow area ratio, Aj., would be identical to the 
volume ratio. These results indicate that for the 
imposed similarity, the length should be preserved, the 
required power for the model should be scaled down by a 
factor equal to the volume ratio, and the fluid veloci
ties and accelerations entering or leaving the model, 
should be kept equal to the prototype.

Apparently, different results for the uniqueness 
criteria would be achieved if either the time constraint 
is relaxed (time reducing scaling) or a different set of 
similarity groups is defined. This then clearly indicates 
that there is no general recipe for the simulation of 
cases where the end result depends upon the preferred 
parameters to be preserved. This is to say that depend
ing on each simulation case, there are some aspects to be 
sacrificed in order to preserve the desired ones. In 
natural circulation where the gravitational force domi
nates the flow, similarity criteria would be well defined 
by introducing non-dimensional similarity groups for both 
single and two-phase flows. These groups are presented in 
Table 2.5 (II) where the mechanical non-equilibrium 
stemming from the relative motion of phases in two-phase 
flow is represented by the drift-flux model. It should be 
added that the tabulated values are for the case when both 
prototype and model use water as their working fluid.
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Table 2.5

Thermal Hydraulics Similarity Groups

Single-Phase Two-Phase

L*
Length %  = —  L

^ r L r ^ rPhase Change (Npj,) r =
D r V r

V*
Velocity u = —  

V
^  ̂ (^hsub)R(Pg)R

Subcooling i^sxib^R ~ (^hfg)R(Ap)R

Hyd. Dia. Dr = {— •)
U r

2

V rFroude (Npj. )r =
L r O r

Wall Cond. Or = Dr (Vgj) rDrift Flux (Nnr)R =
C 3 ) r
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CHAPTER 3 
DESCRIPTION OF UMCP 2X4 LOOP

The UMCP 2x4 Natural Circulation facility, the loop, 
is a simulation of the TMI unit 2 nuclear power plant.

The primary purpose of constructing this facility is 
to investigate single and two-phase natural circulation 
phenomena. Also included in this investigation are the 
study of phenomena involved in SBLOCA, pump coast down, 
and high pressure coolant injection (H4).

3.1 Scaling of the Loop

The loop is volume scaled to a ratio of 1/500. Other 
scaling ratios of interest are presented in Table 3.1 
(HI). Design dimensions of the model and prototype are 
presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2 Primary System

Primary side components of the loop are constructed 
entirely of stainless steel. They are designed to with
stand a maximum pressure of 300 psia at a maximum tempera
ture of 450®F (H4).

The oyerall loop assembly is depicted in Figure
3.1. As seen in this figure, the loop consists of a 
reactor vessel, two hot legs, four cold legs, two once
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Table 3.1

Thermal Hydraulic Similarity Groups of UMCP 2x4 Loop

Single-Phase Scaling Two-Phase Scaling

Vr = 1/500
~ 0» 93 3 r  = 0 . 8

qR = 8,0 E“4 jR = 0.55
(Vgj)R = 1*13
CNoj-)r = 2.3
CNpc)R = I’'
^Nsub)R = 1’"’'

* for = 0,5 E-3
for (Ahsub)R = 0 . 2
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Table 3.2

Quantities And Dimensions of UMCP 2x4 Loop Components

ID OD ^f low L Vfluid L/A De
Comp No in in. f t^ ft ft3 ft ft”l ft

HL 2 3.55 4.0 0.069 14.66 1.0 1:2.37
0:9.63

213.5 3.55

HX-t 56 1.18 1.2 7.6E-3 12.81 0.1 1:2.38
O:-3.0

1687.1 1.18

HX-S 2 12.25 12.7 0.58 12.66 7.3 NA NA 0.31

CL 4 3.07 3.5 0.05 15.00 0.8 I:-3.0
0:2.38

294.1 3.07

V 1 19.0 20.0 NA 4.20 6.58 NA NA NA

DC 1 16.5 19.0 0.21 2.38 0.5 1:2.375
0:0.0

11.2 0.09

LP 1 NA NA 0.5 0.66 0.33 1:0.0
0:0.0

0.5 0.8

C 1 15.8 16.5 1.27 2.00 2.54 1:0.0
0:2.0

1.6 0.63

UP 1 NA NA 0.49 0.52 3.21 1:2.0
0:2.375

1.1 0.99

PZR 1 12.3 12.8 0.82 4.33 3.54 1:7.43
0:10.73

5.3 12.25

1 - Elevation with respect to core inlet plane
I and O stand for component inlet and outlet planes, 
respectively
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Table 3.3

Quantities and Dimensions of TMI Unit 2 Components

Comp. No. ID
in.

OD
in.

low 
f t^

L
ft

Vfluid
ft3

L/A
ft”l

De
ft

HL 2 36.0 38.0 7.068 74.4 526. 10.53 36.0
HX"t 31060 0.557 0.625 1.6E-3 66.0 0.11 4.E4 0.56
HX-s 2 138.0 142.2 70.78 66.0 4671. 0.93 0.03
CL 4 28.0 30.0 4.276 174. 745 40.73 28.0
V 1 171.0 179.4 NA 40.7 3909 NA NA
DC 1 145.0 171.0 57.0 19.9 1134 0.35 0.23
C 1 141.0 145.0 90.79 53.7 4875 0.59 0.04
PZR 1 95.34 96.4 44.98 49.6 2230 0.90 95.3
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Figure 3.1 UMCP 2x4 Loop, Primary System

REPRODUCED F R O M  
BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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through steam generators, and a pressurizer. Shown in 
Figure 3.2 are the reactor vessel and vessel internals 
including core barrel, core support plates, electric 
heater rods, and vent valves.

A total of 19 penetrations are made in the vessel 
head for insertion of instruments and electric heater 
rods. Four circumferential view ports are arranged in the 
vessel to allow visual observation of the vent valve 
operations. There are eight vent valves arranged circum- 
ferentially on the core barrel to simulate Babcock and 
Wilcox vent valves. These valves are provided on the 
premises that they prevent any steam binding downstream of 
upper plenum. This is accomplished by short circuiting 
the generated steam directly from the upper plenum 
directly into the downcomer. These valves as depicted in 
Figure 3.3, are designed to be very versatile. Hence 
their dynamic characteristics can be altered by modifying 
the flapper weight. There are a total of 14 view ports 
used to aid visual observation of phase separation and 
laser measurement of the flow rate. There are 3 view 
ports per hot leg and one per cold leg. The most strate
gically located view port of those on the hot leg is 
positioned on the top of the candy cane to study bubble 
migration in the curved paths. Design details of this 
view port and those of the candy cane itself are presented 
in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
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3,3 Secondary System

The secondary system of the loop consists of heat 
exchanger shell sides, cooling tower, and feedwater pump. 
The advantage of the cooling tower being in the system is 
to recirculate the flow, hence maintaining a closed loop, 
except for the makeup water to the tower. This advantage 
is especially pronounced during high feedwater flow rate 
tests.

The feedwater supply lines are connected to a common 
riser installed on the pump discharge. There are regula
ting valves, vortex flow meters and check valves installed 
on each feedwater supply line. This allows establishment 
and measurement of the flow to each of the heat exchang
ers. The supply lines are connected to the lower portion 
of the counter current heat exchangers. This is due to 
the fact that there is no downcomer in the heat exchang
ers. The lack of downcomers not only facilitated the 
construction of the heat exchangers but is also justified 
on the basis that the maximum flow rate of 40 gpm, per 
heat exchanger, would not cause any tube impingement and 
hence, is not a threat to the integrity of the tubes. The 
orientation of tubes in the heat exchanger is shown in 
Figure 3.7.

Heat exchanger return lines are connected to a common 
header discharging into the tower. Since the heat 
exchangers can also operate as steam generators, the
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resultant, steam, in this mode of operation, is dumped 
into the atmosphere via individual steam lines branched at 
the outlet of the heat exchangers.

3.4 Auxiliary System

The loop auxiliary system consists of high pressure 
coolant injection (HPCI), auxiliary feedwater, blowdown 
line, and the deionization system (DI).

HPCI consists of a positive displacement pump and its 
driver, the supply tank and supply line to inject coolant 
to the cold leg at desired pressure and flow rate.

Auxiliary feedwater is injected into the top of the 
heat exhangers. Provision is made to regulate the flow 
into each heat exchanger, individually.

Blowdown line consists of a regulating valve and an 
interchangeable orifice at the discharge of the choked 
flow.

Deionization system is designed in order to prolong 
the primary system lifetime and inhibit system degradation 
by corrosion. This system can also be used in feedup and 
drain modes.

3.5 Instrumentation And Data Acquisition System

The type and location of the loop instruments are 
shown in Figure 3.6. The instruments are thermocouples,
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pressure and differential pressure transducers, and vortex 
flow meters.

Presently, the main data acquisition system, DAS, is 
a Hewlett-Packard 3054A DAS-Control Unit, interfaced to 
the HP 9816S desktop computer. Important features of the 
3054A include full automation, on-line data analysis, 
precision measurement, and high speed data/program storage 
and access. The unit contains twelve plug-in boards, 20 
channels each, for a total of 240 instrument channels.
The unit digital voltmeter allows up to 300 readings per 
second. The HP 9816S computer is equipped with a 14.5MB 
hard disk and three 270 KB diskettes.
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CHAPTER 4 
EQUATIONS AND NUMERICS

In this chapter the analytical basis for prediction 
and interpretation of data is discussed. This chapter is 
divided into two main sections. Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The 
first section, 4.1, contains the equations and numerics 
specifically developed and coded to analyze a natural 
circulation loop operating under single-phase conditions. 
The model used for this analysis is capable of providing 
temperature distribution in the core, tube-side and the 
shell-side of the steam generators for several specified 
mesh points inside each region.

The computer program described in the second section,
4.2, is primarily devised to analyze the two-phase flow, 
though it is capable of analyzing single-phase flow 
conditions as well. In this program, components such as 
core, tube-side, and the shell-side of the steam generator 
are represented each by one control volume. As a result 
the techniques of arranging the conservation equations in 
each model are quite different. Events such as pump coast 
down, pressurizer response to various transients and 
finally small break LOCA's can be analyzed with the 
computer program explained in Section 4.2.

Conservation equations used in both sections, 4.1 and
4.2, are derived in their general vector forms in
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Appendix A l ,  The simplified equations applicable to each 
section are presented in their corresponding sections.

4 1  Sinqle-Phase Analysis

In this section the method of analyzing the single
phase natural circulation flow in a two loop system 
operating under symmetric or asymmetric conditions is 
discussed. The model includes multiple control volumes 
for the core, primary and secondary side of the heat 
exchangers as shown in Figure 4.1. This arrangement is 
necessary due basically to the existence of rather large 
temperature profiles in these regions, Other regions such 
as hot and cold legs, upper and lower plenums and down- 
comer are represented each by one control volume. No 
model is considered for pressurizer, pump and heat 
conduction in metals here. The initial conditions for 
multi-volume transient calculations are supplied by 
steady-state symmetric or asymmetric Loop as discussed in 
Section 4.1-4. Since flow is assumed to be predominantly 
axial flow, hence one dimensional. Equations (A2) and (A5) 
would be simplified as follows;

Conservation of Mass
Since the time derivatives of water properties are 

assumed to be very small in single-phase flow, mass 
balance is implicitly substituted into energy and momentum 
equations. In two-phase flow, however, the mass balance
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presence is more explicit in the energy equation as 
explained in section 4.2.

Conservation of Energy 
The simplified energy equation for various regions

is:

A(PcAfT) + A(WcT) = q' ( 4 .1 )
dt as

Equation (4.1) can be applied to the core and heat 
exchanger regions, as follows;

Core region:

-i_(PcAfT)c + -i-(WcT)c - qc (4.2)
a t  as

Heat exchanger, tube-side

— (PcAfT)pjx-t -^ (W cT) j jx - t  ~ " <3hX ( 4 . 3 )
a t  as

Heat exchanger, shell-side

— (PcAfT)nx-s -  — (WcT ) h x - s “ ^HX ( 4 . 4 )at a s

where qjjx = U' (LMTD) and ± are for parallel and counter 
current flow, respectively.

- Momentum Equation
The integral, macroscopic, form of the momentum
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equation is derived in Section 4.2 from the more general 
vector form. Equation (A4). Neglecting the pump head 
term, it can be applicable here as follows:

L dW L dW 1 T)i
[5(~)i — •]loop j “ “ ~ ^[(S RiW )loop j■‘■A dt A dt 2

riv r
+ (RyW) Y ] +(Ĵ P 2 * ds (4.5)

where n = 1 for laminar and n = 2 for turbulent flow.
Note that in closed loop integration, the pressure 

term would cancel out.
This equation can be intuitively derived from an 

electrical circuit analogy, shown in Figure 4.2, where 
the circuit potential is the driving buoyancy head and 
the electrical resistances are equivalent to the friction 
head losses.

4.1-1 Sinqle-phase Steady-State Symmetric Loop

This is by far the simplest case for analysis for 
which analytical solution can readily be derived. The 
schematic of the Loop referred to in steady-state analysis 
is depicted in Figure 4.1. As is seen from this figure, 
for steady-state analysis, each region is represented by 
one control volume. Derivations are performed for a 
system consisting of two loops, (A) and (B). These 
derivations can be easily extended to more than two loop
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systems.
The symmetric loop under steady-state condition 

implies that

^sa “ ^sb' snd. Tg-̂ £ =

The energy equation for core is;

^c^c^^co ” ^ci ̂ (4.6)

and for heat exchanger shell-side is;

^s^s^^so “ ^si ̂ “ ^a (4.7)

where

(^co “ ^so^ “ ^^ci " ^si ̂ qa = (UA)a -------------------    (4.8)
“̂co “ ^so ln[---- .-----]
Tci - Tsi

and the overall momentum balance yields;

1 h i  h ,
- + - RyW^ (4.9)

where the distinction between sides (A) and (B) is dropped 
due to the symmetric loop.

In order to solve these sets of equations analytical
ly, the buoyancy head term should be expressed in terms 
of temperature difference. In that case the set of four 
equations can be solved for the four unknowns, namely T^q /
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Tcif TgQ, and for given secondary side flow rate and 
inlet temperatures, Wg and Tgj_, respectively.

To relate the buoyancy head to temperature differ
ences comprising such head, the Boussinesq approximation 
to the volumetric thermal expansion is adopted. The 
result can be integrated around the raised or lowered loop 
as depicted in Figure 4.3 .

1 dP
p =  -----  (4.10)

P dT

or

 ̂ - 3(T - Tq ) (4.11)

therefore,

^ p  g-ds « <^^q [1 - 3(T - Tq ) ]q‘ds = ^ q * d s
+ - 3 ^ 0 ^ ' ^ 2 ' ^  (4.12)

The first and the second terms in the right hand side
of Equation (4.12) would add up to zero, hence;

(^p q‘ds « - S Pfj^TQ'ds

where

(^Tg*ds = g[/Tds + / Tds + J  Tds +f Tds 
r  Jc *'UP+HL HX *'d c +l p

+yrds] = glTh(Tco ” T^) (4.13)
CL

where lipĵ is the loop thermal length. The value of
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thermal length can be estimated from an approximate 
expansion of integrals of Equation (4.13). In this case 
Equation (4.13) can be alternately written as (See Figure 
4.3a).

j r  L g Q  “  L q

------—  - 2s g )Tco + {—  - ZHL^Tci
■' 2 2

/

+ (- —  + ZsG + ZHL)Tao3 (4.14)2

A  similar equation can be derived for loop (B). For a 
symmetric loop; = T^o hence Equation (4.14) can be 
simplified to;

/  L s g  “  L c

<PTg_^ds = g(------- - - ZsgXTco " ^ci^ (4.15)
 ̂ 2

Comparing the right hand sides of Equations (4.13) and
(4.15), thermal length can be approximated as:

^SG " ^c 
iTh = (----

A similar derivation can be performed for a raised 
loop. A more rigorous derivation of the thermal length 
is performed in Section 4.2-3.2. It, in general, depends 
upon the flow rates in primary and secondary sides as well 
as the overall heat transfer coefficients in the heat 
exchangers.
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Substitution of T^q-T^^ from Equation (4.13) into 
Equation (4.9) and sucessive substitution into Equation
(4.6) would yield the hot leg flow rate for turbulent 
flow:

p P g lT h ^ c  1 / 3Wa = {— ----------} (4.16)
Ca(Ra + 4Rv)

In the derivation of Equation (4.16) two major 
assumptions were made, the thermal length can be calcu
lated geometrically and the loop flow resistance is 
independent of the mass flow rate. Neither of these 
assumptions is precise. Therefore, given by Equation
(4.16) is just an estimate of the loop mass flow rate.

To determine T^q , terms T^Q-T^j^ and TgQ - Tgj_ from 
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) may be substituted into Equation 
(4.8) to obtain;

^co “ I'so 1 1ln[_---  — — 3 = UA[— —  - ---- ] (4.17)
I’d  ■” I'si ^a®a ^s°s

Further substitution of TgQ and Tq  ̂from Equations
(4.6) and (4.7) into Equation (4.17) would result in;

l e i
Tco = Tgi + ----- -[--- - -   ] gc (4.18)

2(e-l) WgCg WgCg

where
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1 1
B = Exp[UA(  - ----)3

Determination of the overall heat transfer coeffi
cient, U, in heat exchanger is discussed in Sections 
4.2-2.4 and 5.1.4.

The rest of the unknowns can be determined by succes
sive substitution of the calculated quantities.

4.1-2 Single Phase Steady-State Asymmetric Loop.
Analytical Solution

The asymmetric behaviour is generally the result of 
uneven heat removal by the steam generators. For single
phase flow to the secondary side, slight differences in 
inlet flow rate or subcooling causes asymmetric response 
of the primary side. Figure 4.1. Mathematically, the 
number of equations would increase to eleven as follows:

Energy equation, heat exchanger (A), tube-side:

^^co"^sao^ " ^^ao“'̂ saîWaCa(Tco-Tai) = (UA)^ ---   (4.20)
'̂ co"'̂ sao ln[--------]
^ao^^sai

= qa (4.21)

Energy equation, heat exchanger (B), tube-side:
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(Tj,o“Tsbo^ “ ^"^bQ-^sbi ̂WbCb(Tco-Tbi) = (UA)b[ --------------- ] (4.22)
"^co'^sboInE— ------]
^bo“^sbi

= qb (4.23)

Energy equation, heat exchanger (A), shell-side:

^sa^sa^'^sao " “̂ sai^ ” ̂ a (4.24)

Energy equation, heat exchanger (B), shell-side:

^sb^sa ̂ ̂ sbo “ ^sbi ̂ “ ̂b (4.25)

Momentum equation, loop (A)

1 2 ^ 2-RaWa + -RvWc = P^o^tliTco + l2^ci + Is^ao^ (4.26)2 2

Momentum equation, loop (B)

1 2 ^ 2-Rb^b “Rv^c “ 3 ^l^co ^2^ci Ŝ'̂ bo ̂ (4.27)2 2

where 1^, I2 and I3 are the coefficients given by Equation 
(4.14).

Core inlet temperature is determined from an energy 
balance for lower plenum:

^c^ci ” â*̂ ao ^b^bo (4.28)

Note that throughout the calculation, the loop is 
assumed to be perfectly insulated. Also core flow rate
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can be determined from a  mass b a l a n c e  for lower plenum:

Wc = Wa + Wj3 C4.29)

and in steady-state, total power deposited in the core 
balances that removed by each heat exchanger:

qc = <3a ‘ab (4 .30)

Eleven unknowns to be determined are T^q, T^i, '̂’ao-* 
Tbo/ Tgao' Tsbo» ^a> and q^. These equations
can be solved analytically if the LMTD terms in Equations 
(4.20) and (4.22) are approximated by arithmetic mean 
temperature differences. By doing so, the core outlet 
temperature, and the rate of heat rejected in heat 
exchanger (A), q^, can be calculated a s ?

qa «3a 1 1
Tqo ~ ”̂ sai —  f -----------  ------- ] ( 4 .31)

(UA)a 2 Wsa=sa

and

(Pi
qa = —  (4.32)

<P2

where <Pi and <j>2 in Equation (4.32) are given as:

1 1 2
<Pl = q^ [---------  +   +  3 + 2 (Tgb i ” Tg a i)

^sb^sb ^b^b (UA)b

and
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1 1 1 1  
<P2 = ------ +    + ------+   +

^sa^sa ^sb^sb ^b^b

2 2
+   + ____

(UA)a (UA)b

Expectedly, the rate of heat removed by heat exchanger 
(A) primarily depends on the flow rates and overall heat 
transfer coefficient of heat exchanger (B). The results 
achieved in this section would serve as initial guesses 
for the iteration process of Section 4.1-3.

4.1-3 Single-Phase Steady-State Asymmetric Loops, 
Numerical Solutions

The set of simultaneous algebraic equations can not be 
solved analytically if the LMTD terms are retained. This 
is due to the high degree of non-linearity of these 
equations. Newton-Raphson's method, as explained in 
Appendix A2 may be used in order to linearize these 
equations and solve them iteratively. By doing so the set 
of equations can be solved in a generalized matrix 
equation:

k  k + 1  k
CJi j3 h i  = -  f i  C4.33)

k
where [Jii] is the Jacobian matrix, consisted of quanti-

k+1
ties calculated in the previous iteration step, hi is
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the difference vector containing the unknown quantities
k

of the current iteration, and f̂  is the residual vector.
k k

The elements of the augmented matrix [Jij ~ f|3 are 
presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Equation (4.33) is 
solved by the Gauss Jordan iteration technique.

The convergence speed of Newton-Raphson's method 
depends strongly upon the correctness of the initial 
guess. Therefore, the results of the steady-state 
symmetric loop. Section 4.1-1, as well as an approximate 
analytical solution to asymmetric loop. Section 4.1-2, are 
used as initial guesses.

Quantities calculated in this section would then be 
used as initial conditions to transient solutions describ
ed in Section 4.1-5.2.

4.1-4 Single-Phase Transient Loop

In this section two types of transient analysis, 
for single-phase loop, are presented. These are lumped 
parameter, single node and distributed parameter, multi
node analysis.

4.1-4.1 Single-Phase Transient Loop, Single Node 
Analysis

The single node or lumped parameter approach, shown in 
Figure 4.4 (Zl) is useful in order to have a quick
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Table 4.1

Arrangement of Elements in the Augmented Matrix

^1,1 0 ai,3 0 0 0 *1,7 0 *1,9 *1,10

^2,1 0 0 ^2,4 0 0 0 *2,8 *2,9 *2,10

^3,1 0 ^3,3 0 *3,5 0 0 0 *3,9 *3,10

^4,1 0 0 ^4,4 0 *4,6 0 0 *4,9 *4,10

^5,1 as,2 as,3 0 0 0 *5,7 *5,8 0 *5,10

^6,1 ae,2 0 *6,4 0 0 *6,7 *6,8 0 *6,10

0 0 0 0 *7,5 0 0 0 *7,9 *7,10

0 0 0 0 0 *8,6 0 0 *8,9 *8,10

0 ag,2 ag,3 *9,4 0 0 *9,7 *9,8 0 *9,10
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Table 4.2 
Elements of the Augmented Matrix

Element Quantity

ai,l

^1,2 ^a^a

®a^^co ” ^ci ̂

^1,9 - 1

^1,10 ^a “ WaCa(T^o ~ ^ci ̂

^2,1 WbCb

^2,4 WbCb

^2,8 ^b^’̂co “ "̂ ciJ

^2,9 - 1

^2,10 "■ “ ^b^^b^^co “ ^ci^

^3,1 CUA)a - qa/CTco " Tgao)

^3,3 - (UA)ĝ  + qa^^^ao ” ^sai ̂

^3,5 (UA)a + ^ a / " ^sao^

®3,9 ln[(Tco ” ^sao^/^^ao “ ^sai  ̂̂

^3,10 ^a ■*■ (UA)a[Tco “ Tgao " ^ao " ^sai^/®3,9

^4,1 (UA)b “ C^c ~ qa^^^^co “ ^sbo  ̂
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Table 4.2 
(Continued)

Element Quantity

4,4 - (UA)b + (qc - ga)/(Tbo - Tgbi)

^4,6 - (UA)b + (qc “ 5a ̂/(^co ” ^sbo ̂

^4,9 In[(Tqo " ^sbo^^^^bo “ ^sbi^

^4,10 “ *3a ■■ (UA)j3(Tco “ ^sbo “ ^bo “ ^sbi^/a4 ĝ

^5,1 " P^ogii

as,2 - P ̂0^12

as,3 - PPQ^IS

a5,5 ^a^a  ̂̂ a ^b ̂

as, 8 R^CWa + Wb)

as, 10
1 2  1 2

- - Rĝ Wĝ  “ “ R^CWg + Wjj) +  ̂̂l"̂ co '*’ ^2'̂ ci 
2 2

+ IsTao)

a6 ,l - ^pQgli

ae,2 “ P^ogi2

ae,4 - P^oSls

a6,7 RvCWg + Wij)

as,8 RfaWb + RyCWa + Wfc)
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Table 4.2 
(Continued)

Element Quantity

^6,10
1 2  1 2

- - Rb^b - " KvCWa + Wb) + 
2 2 

+ laTbo)
3  ̂̂ l^co ^2^ci

^7,5 ^sa*^sa

^7,9 ~ 1

^7,10 ^a “ ^sa^sa^'^sao ” ^sai^

^8,6 ^sb^sb

^8,9 1

^8,10 ŝb*̂ sb^'^sbo ■" ^sbi ̂ ” «a

^9,2 Wa + Wb

^9,3 " Wa

^9,4 " Wb

^9,7 - Tai

^9,8 “ Tbi

^9,10 WaTai + WbTbi - (Wa + Wb)Tci
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estimate of the system time constant as well as time to 
reach the steady-state natural circulation.

Overall energy balance

dTp
PcV --- — <3.q " ^s^s ̂ ^so ” ^si ̂ (4.34)dt

where
“ ^sa ^sb

and

^pi "̂ poTp =

Defining a similar average temperature for the 
secondary side, Tg, Equation (4.34) may be solved analyti
cally if an arithmetic average temperature difference is 
used in place of the LMTD term;

UA(Tp - Tg) = WgCg(Tgo - Tgi) (4.35)

where

^si ^soTg =

It should be emphasized that Equation (4.35) is valid 
only in steady-state condition. Hence, its application 
in transient analysis limits the accuracy of the results 
achieved in this section.
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Equation (4.35) can b e  solved for T g Q

(UA)Tp + (WgCg - UA/2)Tgi
=  E i i ----------i (4.36)

WgCg + (UA/2)
Substitution of Equation (4.36) into Equation (4.34) 
results in;

dTp WgCg(UA)
PcV ---- +    CTp-Tgi) ^ qc (4.37)

dt WgCg+(UA/2)

Equation (4.37) can be written in a more general form 
as follows:

dTp
+ R(t)(Tp - Tgi) = S(t) (4.38)

dt

where
WgCgUA 1

R(t) = [_--------- 3/PCV = - (4.39)
WgCg + UA/2 X

and

*3cS(t) = PcV

where x in Equation (4.39) is the system time constant. 
General solution to Equation (4.38) is:

dt dt» J  .
x(t) r •'x(t)

Tp(t) = e {( I S(t)+R(t)Tgi(t)]e dt)+C} (4.40)
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For constant secondary-side inlet temperature, Equation
(4.40) can be written as:

dt  ̂ dt
-fzTZT J .x(t) f " T ( t :

r
) qcCt)Tp = Tgi + e [I e ------dt + C] (4.40A)PcV

where C in Equation (4.40A) is the constant of integration 
to be determined by using the specified initial condition.

Equation (4.40A) can be solved for three different 
types of transients imposed on the system. These tran
sients are:
(a) - Secondary side flow rate variation with time
(b) - Core power variation with time
(c) - Combination of core power, and secondary-side flow

rate variation with time.
In each of the transients mentioned above, the overall 

heat transfer coefficient remains a function of time. If, 
for the sake of simplicity, its variation with time is 
ignored, then Equation (4.40A) can be easily integrated, 
for cases (a) and (c) when q^ and Wg change as step 
functions, as follows:

Tp(t) = Tp(oo) + [Tp(0) - Tp(oo) ]e-t/^ (4.41)

where Tp(«>) is the system achieved steady-state tempera
ture and is given by:
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TC««) = Tgi 4- —  T 
PcV

The most intuitive derivation of Equation (4.41) is 
for a system which is initially at a specified tempera
ture, Tp(0 ), where at time zero a constant core power, q^, 
and a constant secondary side flow rate, Wg, having a 
constant inlet temperature, Tgĵ , are applied to the 
system.

For case (a), Equation (4.40A) would simplify to;

dt dt
-/ZT-T , /T(t) r T(t)

Tp = Tgj_ + C^e [ je dt + C2 ] (4.42)

where

qc= --- = Constant
PcV

and C2 is the constant of integration
Equation (4.42) can be developed upon specifying the 

pattern of Wg(t).
For case (b). Equation (4.40) would simplify to ;

^p “ "̂ si -p—  [/e^/^ q^,(t)dt + C] (4.43)
cV J

Equation (4.43) can be developed if the pattern of 
power variation with time is specified.
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Solution for case (c) depends upon the variation 
pattern of the involved parameters with time. The 
specified functions for these parameters, Wg(t), q^(t), 
etc., should be inserted into the integrals of Equation
(4.40). This equation should be solved numerically, if 
variation of the overall heat transfer coefficient with 
time is not negligible.

4.1-4.2 Single-phase Transient Loop, Multinode
Analysis-*• - --

Temperature profile in the primary and secondary 
sides is determined by dividing the system into control 
volumes as seen in Figure 4.5. Regions with large temper
ature gradient are divided into a number of subregions. 
Conservation equations must be solved simultaneously, in 
space and time to calculate temperature and flow distribu
tions. Due to the complexity of these equations two 
numerical techniques may be employed to solve them as 
explained in the following sections.

4.1-4.2.1 Implicit Formulation of Sinqle-phaseMl— I—— — ———I— — — mumm —

Transient Equations

The energy equation for tube and shell sides of the 
heat exchangers may be simplified by replacing the LMTD 
terms, with their equivalent arithmetic averages:
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Heat exchanger, tube-side

dTp dTp
+ F p ( t ) _  = Gp(t)(Tp - Tg) (4.44)

at ^ as

and

Heat exchanger, shell-side

aTg aTg
 + Fg(t) = Gg(t)(Tp - Tg) (4.45)
at as

where F(t)s and G(t)s are the coefficients containing flow 
rates and overall heat transfer coefficient. Even for 
this set of simplified simultaneous partial differential 
equations, there is no general analytical solution. 
Therefore, an explicit formulation in flow rate and 
implicit differentiation in temperature, with regard to 
notation of Figure 4.5 yield;

n+1 n
1 n+1 n (To i - T3 )
-(T3,1 - T3,i) - Fp(tn) .At As

1 n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1
- Sp(tn)(T5,i - l3,i + T5,i.i + 13,1-0 («•«)

where 1 < i <I
Similarly for the shell-side
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n+1 n
1 n+1 n <^5 i+1 " T5 4  )

- Tg^i) " FgCt^)---------------
At As

1 n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1
- GsCtn)(T3^i - Tg^i + T3^i+i ~ Tg^i+i) (4,47)

where 0 < i< I-l and I is the total number of nodes per 
heat exchanger.

By setting up similar equations for the core, heat 
exchanger (B), and the single node volumes, region 2, a 
matrix equation results as follows:

[A^] zn+1 = [B^] zn + (4.48)

where vector Z contains the temperature profiles in each 
region:

Z = [ £1  (gi...... £6 ^^ (4.49)

where
SEi =  [ T i , l .................... T i , J .....................T 1 , N + i ] ' ^  ( • ‘ • 5 ° )

where 1 < j < N and N is the total number of control 
volumes in each region.

Initial conditions for Equation (4.48) are calculated 
from;

[A° - B°]Z° = 2 °  (4.51)
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4.1-4.2.2 Explicit Formulation of Single-Phase 
Transient Equations

The noding scheme used for the explicit formulation 
is shown in Figure 4.5. This formulation is based on 
the donner cell concept in which the exit temperature of 
the control volume, in the direction of the flow, repre
sents the control volume, tube and tank approaches. The 
LMTD terms need not be approximated and are retained 
since the previous quantities of temperatures are known in 
the current time step. Energy equations for Core, Upper 
Plenum and Heat Exchanger (A) are as follow:

Core region, node i:

n+1 n
1 n i - T^ i n n n n n n
_(PVc)i^i ^  = WcCi,i.iTi^i_i - WcCi^iTi^i
N At

n n n n
+ qe - (UA)i^i(Ti^i - T2^4) ^4.52)

Upper plenum:
n+1 n

T2 1 - T 2 1  n n n n n n
(PVc)2 1 —  -- --- —  = WgCi^+iTi N+1 ” ^a°2,1^2,1At

n n n  n n
WbC2,1^2,1 " (UA)2 (T2 ,i - Too) (4.53)

Heat exchanger (A), tube-side at node (i+1)
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n+1 n
1 T3 £+1 - T3

3,1+1—  ̂     = <WaC3 ,iT3 ,i - WaC3,i+iT3 ;i+i)nN At

(T3,i-T5 i) - (T3 H - 1-T5 i+i)
" t(UA|3^i,i,.i ---^ ^ ---- ™ l _ ] n  (4.54)

ln[--------------- ]
^3,i+1 ” ^5,1+1

Heat exchanger (A), shell-side at node i:

n+1 n
1 T5 i - T5 i
-<PVc^5,i+l — ---- —  = ^^saCs i+iTs i+1 -N At

(T3,i”T5,i) " (T3,i+l-T5,i^i)
- t(UA)3 i i+1 -----------  ]"

, , ^3,i " T5,i ,ln[.
*̂ 3,1+1 " "̂ 5,1+1

n
- (UA)5^i(T5^i - Too)^ (4.55)

The maximum time step in the explicit formulation 
should not exceed the ratio of the smallest control volume 
to the volumetric flow rate through the control volume.

Initial conditions for the explicit formulation of 
transient analysis are supplied by the steady-state calcula
tions explained in Sections 4.1-2 and 4.1-3. These initial 
conditions are, however, for lumped volumes. Allocation of 
initial conditions to each node is described in the next 
section.
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4.1-5 Steady-State, Single-Phase Temperature Profile of 
Heat Exchangers.

Temperature distribution in counter-current flow 
heat exchangers is determined from a steady-state heat 
balance in a volume element as shown in Figure 4.6.

dTp Tp - Tg
CpWp — = - UA ----------------------  (4.56)

dz L s g

dTg Tp - Tg
CeWo ---  = UA-— ------------------  (4-57)

d z ' L s g

The overall heat transfer coefficient is assumed 
to be uniform over the entire length of the heat ex
changer , and the LMTDs in small element of length are 
replaced by differences of arithmetic averaged tempera
tures.

Dividing Equation (4.56) by (4.57) results in:

dTp/dz a
- (4.58)

dTg/dz' b

where
UA

a = -----------------------  (4.58A)
WpCp

and
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UA
b = -----------------------  (4.58B)

WgCg
Notice that a and b, given by Equations (5.58A) and 

(5.58B) are dimensionless quantities.
Replacing dz' by its equivalent, -dz. Equation (4.58) 

can then be integrated as:

dTn = - dTg (4.59)

from here;

a
Tp(z) - Tpi = _ [Tg(z) - T s q ] (4,60)

Substituting Tg(z) from Equation (4.60) into Equation 
(4.59) results in:

dTp (a - b)
Tp = --- (aTgo - bTpi) (4.61)

dz I<sG bsG

This equation is solved for Tp with boundary condi
tion;

Tp = Tpi at z = 0. Therefore,

Tp(z) = Tpi - (Tpi-T*)[1 - Exp(b-a)(z/Lsg)] (4.62)

and from Equation (4.60)
b

Tg(z) = Tgo " -(Tpi-T*)[1 - Exp(b-a)(z/LsG)] (4.63)a
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where

bTpi - aTso
T = __   (4,64)

b “ a

Equation (4.62) is also valid for a heat exchanger 
with parallel flow, but Equation (4.64) in this case would
become:

b
Tg(2 ) = Tgi + “ (Tsi"T*)tl - Exp(b-a)(z/LsG)] (4.65) a

where

aTsi + bTpi
T = -------------- (4.66)

a + b

Equations (4.62), (4.63), and (4.65) express tube-side 
and shell-side temperature profiles alongside parallel and 
counter current flow heat exchangers. In order to 
eliminate the appearance of the tube-side inlet tempera
ture (Tpi)in the shell-side temperature profiles. Equation 
(4.57) can be differentiated with respect to z to get:

d^Tg UA dT„ dTg
CgWg— ™  = ---  ( _  -  ) (4.66A)

d2 Lsg dz

The first term on the right hand side of Equation (4.66A) 

can be replaced by that given by Equation (4.59). The 
result of substitution would be:
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d2Tg b a dT- I - ---  ( ! - - ) _  (4,66B)
dz2 Lgg b dz

The solution of Equation (4.66B) iss

z
TgCz) = Ci(Exp[(b-a) ^]/Cb-a)} + C2 (4,66C)

^SG

where and C2 in Equation (4.66C) for counter current 
heat exchangers are:

^si ” "̂ soCl = (b " a)
l"Exp{b”-a) 

and

C2 = Tsi ^so “ ^si
1-Exp(b-a)

Equation (4.66B) may be used to determine the shape of 
secondary-side temperature profile (K4), knowing that 
dTg/dz is always negative (Figure 4.6).

If Wg/Wp < 1 or a/b < 1, Tg(z) would be a concave 
upward curve in a Tg-Z plot. If Wg/Wp = 1 or a/b = 1, 
Tg(z) would be a straight line. Finally, if Wg/Wp > 1 or 
a/b > 1, Tg(z) would be a concave downward curve in a Tg-Z 
plot.
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4.2 Two-phase Analysis

In this section the method used to analyze the loop 
with a more refined analytical model for the thermal 
hydraulic characteristics of a PWR is presented. Depicted 
in Figure 4.7 is the schematical representation of PWR 
modeling used in this analysis. Regions such as Core, 
Upper and Lower Plenum, Pressurizer, Hot and Cold legs and 
Steam generator are represented each by one control 
volume. From here, it * s obvious that such lumped volume 
representation would reduce the computation time. This is 
due to the selection of the minimum number of control 
volumes sufficient to describe a PWR. On the other hand 
due to the very reason mentioned above, the formulation 
must incorporate sufficient detail to preserve the 
characteristics of the physical conditions existing in 
each regions.

The method explained in Section 4.2-1 represents an 
alternative approach to the simplified, hence limited, 
analysis of Section 4.1, on one hand and a very detailed 
and time consuming analysis such as performed in TRAC (SI) 
and RETRAN (PI), on the other.

4.2-1 Averaging Technique

As was explained earlier, in order to minimize the 
number of control volumes needed to represent a PWR suffi-
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ciently, many control volumes should be collapsed into one 
control volume representing a region. Many details would 
be lost by such distributed to lumped transformation. 
Compensation for losing such details in the lumped 
control volume requires an averaging technique as follows 
(K3), (M4):

î = -• r m  ^hm,p) dV (4.67)V i  J
and

*

= - /'V 4  Jhi = —  pn, (hn,,p) h^ dV (4.68)
Vi

where and h„, are the density and enthalpy of the 
mixture in a region. The star superscript represents the 
volume averaged values. Notice that the dimension of h* 
is enthalpy per unit volume.

Now quantities such as mass and specific energy of 
region i. Mi and Ui, respectively, can be simply written 
as;

Mi = Vi (4.69)

and

Ui = (hi - p) Vi (4.70)

Note that if region i is divided into many control
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volumes, multinode approach, then;

p. ^ p X m

and

In order to apply Equations (4.67) and (4.68) in a 
useful manner, the integrals should be evaluated. An 

approximation is made to evaluate these integrals which 
is explained below in conjunction with the following 
example;

Assume region i represents the core. A steady 
state heat balance in the axial direction written for an 
elementary control volume in this region yields;

Wdh = q^dz = q̂ i dV (4.71)

or
f  f  f

qc
dh = ------  dV

W
(4.72)

integrating from node i-l to node i
9 » f

<3ch = hn, i - hjn,i-i = ---- Vj_W
(4.73)

where both q^ and W are assumed to be constant.
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If dV and Vj_ in Equations (4.67) and (4.68) are 
replaced by values given by Equations (4.72) and (4.73) 
then p* and h* would become;

"I ^ ^  j  dh (4.74)

and
* 1 fhi = -----  I (4.75)

A h  J
Obviously these integrals can be analytically deve

loped if the profile of in terms of hĵ  and p is 
determined.

Prior to the evaluation of these integrals it should 
be recalled that the results from a steady-state heat 
balance were used to derive Equations (4.74) and (4.75). 
Such an approximation would limit this analysis to rather 
slow transients. Also notice that by evaluating Equations 
(4.74) and (4.75) we are practically compensating for the 
details inside a control volume representing a lumped 
region.

The functional relationship between density and 
enthalpy in two-phase region can be easily derived from 
the definition of specific volume and quality, hence;

hf gP = -----------— ---------  (4.76)
(Vfhfg - Vfghf) + Vfgh
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Equation (4.76) can also be applied to the superheated 
region while in the subcooled region density may be 
assumed to vary linearly with enthalpy, (P2) and (K3). 
Hence in the subcooled region

P= ~ c^h + C2 (4.77)

and in the saturation region

P =
04b + C5

where c^ through 05 are positive constants. Coefficients 
C3 through C5 are given by Equation (4.76). The linear 
relationship between density and enthalpy and specific 
volume and enthalpy in the subcooled and saturated 
regions, respectively, is known as the linear enthalpy 
profile assumption (K3).

To demonstrate the relationship between p* and Pĵ , 
the integration of Equation (4.74) is performed for the 
subcooled domain:

=
hm

m, i-l

The result of integration is:

p* = 1 , ^1 2 ^m,i
  -----  -  hm + =2h)

%,i " “m,i~l 2 “m,i-l
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or

1 2 2
P* = ------------- [- —

” r̂a,i-l ̂ ̂

or alternatively;

1 1
p* = - (- cihn,,i + C2 ) + - ("Cihn, + 0 2 ) 

2 2

“ “  ̂%,i-l ^m,i^

Similar integrations are performed for h* and for 
other domains, the result of which are tabulated in Table 
4.3.

Now that and Uĵ  are expressed in terms of and 
hĵ  via Equations (4.67) and (4.68), in the next section 
efforts are made to express the rest of the participating 
parameters of mass and energy equations in terms of  ̂
and hjn, as well.

4.2-2 Mass and Energy Equations for Lumped Control
Volume

Prior to setting up the conservation equations for the 
control volume of Figure 4.7, it should be emphasized
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Table 4.3

Expressions for P* and h* under Linear 
Enthalpy Profile Assumptions

1
h = __ [ (2hĵ  + hĵ „3̂ ) + (2hĵ _2 + hĵ ) x-ilju6

a (1 - a) V4
P = - ( Pi„i + ^f)m + --------- ^

2 (Vi - Vf) Vf

a
h* = - [(ahf + hi i) f + (2hi_i + hf) i-i]^ 6

hi “ hf hfVi - hiVf v
+ (l - a)[------- +----------  ln(— )]j„

Vi - Vf (Vi - V f V f

where

hf - hi_i
a (--------- )ĵ

hi " hi„i
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Table 4.3 
(Continued)

*  1 v±p* = -----------  ln(— )
n  " Vi„l Vf

* hi - hi_i hi_iVi - hiVi_i Vi
1 — (--------- )ni f------------- 5™ ^

- ^i-1 (^1 - Vi-i)^ Vi„i
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that the tube and tank concept as was described in Section
4.1t is used here, as well. The exit or mixing cup
enthalpy, h represents a control volume at exit and is a 
function of flow quality. The mixing cup enthalpy is 
analogous to junction enthalpy used in codes like RELAP 
(FI) and RETRAN (PI) and differs from the mixture enthal
py, hĵ , which is defined at the center node and is a 
function of static quality. Mass and energy equations for
the control volume of Figure 4.7 are:

dMi
  = Vi-i + Wx - V?i (4.78)dt

and

dUi
  = ^i-lhi-l + W^hx - W^hi ± qi (4.79)dt

where V?x is flow rate through external source.
As is explained in Section 4.2-3, the integral 

momentum concept requires a uniform mass flow rate in each 
loop. Mathematically, this implies that =
Wi+i. By applying this concept and multiplying Equation
(4.78) by and inplementing the result into Equation
(4.79);

dUi _ dMi - _
~—  ” ^ , i  -—  “ ^(hi-i “ hĵ ) + V?x(hx - hjn i)dt dt

+ gi (4.80)
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where
1

As was explained earlier, and Uj_ can be express
ed in terms of p, , and Upon expressing h
in terms of ĥ ,. Equation (4.80) becomes solely a function 
of hĵ ’s and p.

In order to correlate h and hĵ , note that:

hn, = hf + Xghfg (4.81)

and

h = hf + Xfhfg (4.82)

where the static and flowing qualities, (Xg) and (Xf) are 
given by:

Q
Xg = --------   (4.83)

a^g + (1 - a) '“f

and

Xf
a = ---- -------- ------— -- —  (4.84)

Pg ^gUgj A
Co[Xf t ^ ( 1 - X f )  +

w

Substituting Equation (4.84) into Equation (4.83) and 
replacing Xg and Xf by those given by Equations (4.81) and 
(4.82), respectively, h can be derived in terms of hĵ  as;
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h = hf + [Co+-_      (4.85)
l-(l-Co)(l~ ^ ) i ----- )

g ^fg

To develop the time derivatives of Mj_ and Uf in 
Equations (4.78) and (4.79), Equations (4.69) and (4.70) 
are employed as follows;

«^i ^ * d^i ®̂ i ^hm,i“l  = — (VfPi) = Vf  = Vf(---------------
dt dt dt 3hj^,i-l dt

Ŝ ’i dhjn^i dp+  I ____ +  I  ) (4.86)
3hm,i a P dt

Hence the mass balance, Equation (4.78) becomes

"'’i'lP Wx_____    !__ + ...........   + ----- - —  (4.87)
Shin,i-l ahm^i dt dP dt Vf

where the uniform mass flow rate assumption is embodied 
in Equation (4.87);

Similarly by using Equation (4.70);

dUi dh* dp
  = V^C  - _ )  (4.88)
dt dt dt

or
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dUi 3.h dh„ d h  dhn, i
  =. ViE-------------------+ -----------
dt dt 3hpn̂ i dt

3h* dp
+ (--- - 1) ™.] (4.89)

3p dt

Substituting Equations (4.86) and (4.89) into Equation
(4.79), the energy balance becomes;

ah- dh„^i ah-
Vj_(— --  ”-hĵ î-------------------------~ — -)

*^,i *^m,i dt *“m,i-l *^,i-l

dh„t,i-l /'i r
dt a p a p dt

+ Ŵ Ch,, - hn,̂ i) + qi (4.90)

Constitutive terms of Equation (4.90) are discussed in 
detail in the following sections.

4.2-2.1 Heat Conduction in Solids

Coupling of fluid flow equations with heat conduc
tion equations would account for thermal inertia of 
solids. This generally has a hindering effect on the 
response of a system to rapid transients. In a rapid 
depressurization, for example, stored energy of solids 
would behave as a heat source. The applicable equation
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is;
dT

v»(kvT) + q ~ PC —  (4.91)dt

For isotropic and homogeneous solids Equation (4.91) 
is simplified to;

q "  ' 1 dT
v 2t  +   =    (4.92)

k Oipjj dt

For solids with high thermal conductivity and small 
thickness, the temperature distribution would be close to 
uniform, hence the spatial gradient of temperature 
becomes insignificant. Therefore, Equation (4.92) can 
be written as;

9 9 9

1 dT qn
-------- =   (4.93)
Ofjiji dt k

9 9 9 9 9 9Notice that q in Equation (4.92) is changed to q^ 
in Equation (4.93). This is due to the fact that Equation
(4.92) represents a distributed parameter approach in

9 9 9which q is the volumetric heat generation rate or the 
total amount of power deposited in unit volume of solid. 
All heat removals or thermal interactions at solid bounda
ries should then be considered as boundary conditions. 
Equation (4.93), on the other hand, is a formulation of 
the lumped parameter approach in which the net volumetric

9 9 9power, qjj is an algebraic summation of total deposited
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heat rate and total rejected heat rate;
# # / 9 9 f 9 9 9

qn = q - qL (4.94)

Total power loss per unit volume of rod, to the
9 9 9coolant, , is

(UA)r
qL ” —   (Tr - Tp^) (4.95)

Vr

where subscripts R and FW stand for rod and flow, respec
tively. Rod models for both electric heater and nuclear
fuel rod are discussed next.

4.2-2.2 Electric Heater Rod Model

The lumped parameter, single node, model to evaluate
heater rod temperature versus time is based on Equation
(4.93) written in the alternate form of

dT
MrCr  = q "  - Ur (Tr - Tpw) (4.96)

dt

where Mp is the sheath rod mass per unit area, based on
9 9the outer surface, and q is heat flux per heater rod.

A heater rod is a hollow cylinder with heating element 
located along the center line. Therefore, for simplicity, 
it is assumed that heat is generated uniformly in the 
sheath.

Equation (4.96) though a first order differential
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equation, must be solved numerically. Jt̂ is is due to 
the non-linearity imposed by coefficients such as Cĵ  and 

which are, in general, a function of time. Hence, to 
solve Equation (4.96) explicitly, proceed as follows;

dTp 1
-[ q “ - ^FW) ̂ (4.97)
R

or

n+1 U n n U n n
- L1 “ (--)ĵ At] Tĵ  + ( iRAtTpy

Me Me

(q.I)n+l^t
+ ______  (4.98)

(Mc )h

where

n+1
(gt f )n+l _ ^___

n+1and q is a specified value.
Having the rod and coolant temperatures, the heat 

source term in the conservation of energy equation, (4.90) 
is:

n n+1
qc = Nq = N(UA)r (Tr - Tp^) (4.99)

where N is the number of rods.
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4.2-2.3 Nuclear Fuel Rod Model

Equation (4.97) used for electric heater rods is 
applicable here as well. However, modifications are 
necessary to replace a non-homogenous rod with a pseudo 
homogenous one. The required modification is a matter of 
interpretation as is explained below.

As shown in Figure 4.8 the cross section of a typical 
Uranium - Zircalloy fuel rod consists of a central 
solid Uranium oxide fuel, intermediate fuel-clad gap, and 
finally Zircaloy cladding. If M^, c^ and U^ are averaged 
to represent the weighted contribution of each region, 
then Equation (4.97) is perfectly valid. In order to do 
that it may be assumed that, (M5):

%  = Me (4.100)

where subscripts F and C stand for fuel and cladding 
materials, respectively. By the same token, a weighted 
specific heat can be defined;

(Mc)p + (Mc)cc^ = ------------- (4.101)
%

Interpretation of U|̂  is more laborious. The overall 
heat transfer coefficient of the rod based on fuel center- 
line to clad surface temperature is determined from a 
summation of individual thermal resistances across the 
fuel rod cross section:
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FSCL FW

Figure 4.8 Cross Sections of A Typical PWR 
Nuclear Fuel Rod (Not to Scale)
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= —  —  C4.102)
N
E Cl/Ui)

where (1/Uj_|’s are standard heat transfer resistances in 
cylindrical geometry and N is the total number of re
gions. As an example, for the clad region;

1 2Tp tp
= Rc = —  ln(— ) (4.103)

Uc

The rod overall heat transfer coefficient, Ug, based on 
fuel centerline to coolant temperature is determined from

1 fR  + —  (4.104)
U r  h g  U ^

where h^ is the film heat transfer coefficient and f^ is 
given by:

(Mc)pfp + (Mc)p(l + fQ) 
fR = --------------   (4.105)

2(Mc )r
where f^ is given by

Ut
fc = —  (4.106)

Uc

and fg by

Um Urn
f^ = _  + —  (4.107)

Uc Ug
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Having these interpretations established, the same 
results achieved in Section 4.2-2.2 is applicable here 
in conjunction with Equations (4.100), (4.101), and 
(4.104).
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4.2”2.4 Heat Transfer Coefficient
The overall heat transfer coefficient in the heat 

exchanger, based on the outer surface of the tubes, is 
given by;

Aq Xq Xq 1
+ —  ln(— ) + —  (4.108)

Uq hj_Aj_ kt r^ hj

where subscripts i and o represent values corresponding to 
the inside and outside surfaces, respectively. The 
conditions which may exist in the tube and on the shell 
sides as well as a suggested heat transfer coefficient for 
each condition are presented in Table 4.4. The heat 
transfer coefficient used in Section 4.1 is for the case 
that single-phase condition exists in both tube and shell- 
side. The overall heat transfer coefficient for this case 
is enhanced by a combination of natural and forced 
circulation. This phenomena is treated by Martinelli and 
Boelter (Rl) and by Metais and Eckert (H3). The enhance
ment of overall heat transfer coefficient in natural 
circulation mode has been experienced in some experi
mental facilities, (B2), (V2), and (Z2), as well as in the 
UMCP loop. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, for UMCP 
loop, it was concluded that the heat transfer coefficient 
in the shell-side is at least twice as much as that 
of the tube-side. Hence, the overall heat transfer 
coefficient in the heat exchangers, for turbulent flow
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inside the tubes, is correlated only to the hot leg flow 
rate via an equation of the form:

b
UfiX ~ S' (Re} (4.109)

where t represents the tube-side and coefficients a and 
b are determined by a least square fit to the data, as 
is explained in Chapter 5.
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Table 4.4

Suggested Logic for Determination of 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 

in Heat Exchangers

SECONDARY SIDE(S)

P
R
I
M
A
R
Y

S
I
D
E

Flow
Condition

Single

Phase

Single-Phase

Flow
Regime

Laminar

Turbulent

Laminar Turbulent

FLOW REGIME MAP 
(FRM)

Re Vs. Gr Pr D/L

Two-Phase

P: FRM 
S: Thom

P: > of DB & FRM 
S: Thom

( P ) Two-Phase P i Cond. 
S: FRM

P: Cond 
S: FRM

P; Cond. 
S: Thom

Cond.
DB
FRM
Gr
P
Re
S

Thom

condensation Correlation 
Dittus-Boelter correlation 
flow regimes map (Figure 5. & a) 
Grashof number 
primary side 
Reynold number 
secondary side 
Thom correlation
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4.2-3 Integral Momentum Equation

The derivation of the distributed parameter differen
tial form of momentum equation is presented in Appendix 
Al. The simplifying assumptions to make the Navier-Stokes 
equation practically applicable are also outlined. The 
most prominent assumptions are one-dimensionality of the 
flow and uniformity of mass transfer rate. The concept of 
reference pressure (M2) while greatly increasing the 
calculational efficiency, limits the analysis to rather 
slow transients. This is due to the fact that by introdu
cing a reference pressure the compressibility of fluid as 
a result of local pressure fluctuations and disturbances 
is ignored. This in turn implies that the effect of sonic 
waves are neglected. This assumption, which leads to 
integral momentum method, is also known as the incompres
sible, thermally nonexpandable model. It is based on the 
use of a mass flow rate which is a function of time only 
and not of position i.e. BP/dt is small, then B W/8 s » 0 . 
The validity of this approximation for single-phase liquid 
flow is not challenged; however, under conditions of phase 
change some inaccuracies may be introduced. Fortunately, 
for relatively slow transients, this assumption has 
been shown (VI) to be acceptable, and comparisons to a 
more detailed incompressible-thermally expandable model 
show generally reasonable agreement.

The conservation of momentum equation for an element
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through which flow is predominantly in axial direction 
is:

d(Vdm) dW
dF = ------ = (— )ds (4.110)

dt dt

or alternatively in terms of pressure

dp d ^= ™-(-) (4.111)
d s dt A

The pressure term for two-phase flow consists of the 
resistance elements:

0 Acceleration pressure drop

1 d w2
- — (---), (4.112)
A ds A

o Friction pressure drop 

ds
f -̂--  (4.113)
DA^p 2gc

o Form losses

K* W2
p'a2 2gc'

(4.114)

and

o Elevation pressure drop p g*ds (4.115)
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K* in Equation (4.114) is the standard form loss coeffi
cient for fitting, per unit length.

These resistances are balanced by; 
o Pump head; A Pp̂ jnp 

or alternatively

1 3 w2 W|W| V?2
- - — (— ) - f------ 5- - K*  —  - P gdz =A as P A 2 pg^DA^ 2 P'g^A^

W
J.(~) + —  (4.116)
at A 3s

where dz = ds Sin©
Integration of Equation (4.116) around a closed loop, 

including the vessel yields;

y  . W rl W2 . W(W| .
(lA(-)ds = - W -  J-(--- Dds < k  ------- ^ ds <pK* ----- -
*^at A •' A as P'A *' 2 P'g^DA^ •' 2 P'g^A^

■ ^ p g ® s * ® z d s  + A P p u m p  (4.117)

where P' is the momentum-averaged two-phase density (El) 
defined as follows:

(1 - Xf)2 Xf2
P ’ = ________   +   (4.118)

(1 - a) a Pg

There are a few observations to make about Equation
(4.117). The elevation pressure drop is written as the 
multiplication of density by a dot product of gravita
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tional acceleration by an element of length. This 
automatically accounts for upflow and downflow while 
integrating around a closed loop. Hence the { - ) sign in 
Equation (4,116) is changed to (+) sign in Equation
(4.117). Furthermore, by the nature of summation, this 
term would represent buoyancy if there are substantial 
temperature differences around the closed loop. A closed 
loop integration of elevation pressure drop in a loop with 
uniform temperature would become zero.

The acceleration pressure drop term is an exact 
difference depending only on the end points. As a 
result it would cancel out in a closed loop integration. 
The pressure term also becomes zero in a closed loop 
integration in the absence of a pump head. Therefore, if 
Equation (4.117) is applied to a closed loop having 
uniform temperature with no pump in the loop, it would 
represent a decay flow transient.

The assumption of uniform mass flow rate implies that 
W can be removed from the integrals and its value corre
sponds to the region through which it flows. Hence inte
grals become simple summations over loop components.

, a w a /• ds a w.j r ds
(h—  - ds = --- / (_)i +   I {--- )i (4.119)
^ at A d t J  A at J A

a w a Wc /• ds a r ds
f'-

V loop j

The fluid inertia terms for vessel and loop j are
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fds L L L L
/ ( ----------- = ( “ )j3c **" ^“ ^LP ^” ^UP (4 .120 )

J  A A A A A
V

and

/' ds L L L
(—  ~ “̂)hL ■*■ ”̂^SG ^~^CL (4.121)
A A A A

loop j
respectively. Upon substitution of Equations (4.120) and 
(4.121), Equation (4.117) can be written as:

L dWj L dWc
[ 5 ( -) i ] loop j — —   ̂“ ̂ i^v -—  ~ f^PpumpJ jA dt A dt

- p^Wj jWj ( -2ki(Wj )2 +(^P ges'Cgds (4.122)

where

fL fL
Ki =[(-   j^i] loop j  + 4 [(------------------?)^v

2 P'gcDA2 ^ 2p*g^DA^ ^

and

o

4.2-3.1 Friction Pressure Droi

Friction pressure drop includes both pressure drop 
due to skin friction,Apg£, and the so called form losses, 
Pfl, due to valves, fittings, supports, elbows, etc.,
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L P v2
Apgf = f - _  (4.123)

D 2gc

or alternatively

L W|W|
APsf = f - ---- 5- (4.124)D 2gcPA2

for single-phase laminar flow;

f = 64/Re (4.125)

for single-phase turbulent flow;

f = 0.184/ReO-2 (4.125)

In this regime, to account for the roughness of the 
tube inside surface, a curve fit approximation gives:

r 5.74
f = 0.25{log[----- + — — ]}"2 (4.127)

3.7Dh Re°*^

where r is the roughness parameter.
To account for the enhancement of pressure drop in 

two-phase flow, a multiplier such as those suggested by 
Martinelli-Nelson, Baroczy, homogeneous model, etc., may 
be used (C2). The homogeneous model is:

p
n2 = 1 + Xf(—  - 1) (4.128)

g

The pressure drop due to form losses is expressed in terms
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of mass flow rate;

* W|w|
A P f o r m  loss "" ^  ^

Although the value of K* for various valves and 
fittings is given in the literature, there are other types 
of geometries, however, for which K* should be determined 
experimentally. This is especially true for reactor 
vessel internals. In the case of thermal-hydraulics 
computer codes benchmarking, K* is a very flexible parame
ter which may be used to "tune” the program to the 
existing data.

4.2-3.2 Buoyancy Head  tin   r • I • -III -Til" II

The buoyancy head, while insignificant during normal 
operation becomes significant in the latter parts of pump 
coastdown and dominates the flow conditions in natural 
circulation.

Determination of the buoyancy head term during a tran
sient is straight forward for a multinode approach in 
which case the following summation for each control yolume 
yields;

<^PBuoyancy)loopj = f ®i (4.129)

where l<i<N, and and eg are the unit vectors of the
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vertical and flow path directions, respectively. Also, s 
and N are the flow path length of control volume i and. 
total number of control volumes per loop j, including the 
vessel, respectively. Determination of the buoyancy head 
for a lumped volume approach is not so straightfor
ward, however, as is explained below.

In the lumped volume approach, the buoyancy head of 
each loop may be considered as

^  g-ds =Jp q*ds + j  p g*ds +Jp g*ds + J  p g*ds
c r UP r HL r SG 
+ I pg*ds + I p c‘ds + I P q*ds (4.130)

CL DC LP
These integrals should be evaluated in each region,

individually. The simpler ones are those in which the
change in density is either linear or negligible. For
example, upper plenum, hot leg, cold leg, downcomer, and
lower plenum if properly insulated have a rather uniform
density. In the case of the core the increase in density
is linear if the core is heated by electrical heaters
having uniform heat flux and flow is single phase.

For these regions the integrals become:

f ®"^i - 1/ p g ds = pgL^ = - (^i + (4.131)
J s= 0  2

where Lĵ  is the flow path length of region i, through 
which density change occurs.

The buoyancy head terms in steam generators requires
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special treatment. This is due to the existence of 
an exponential temperature profile which can not be 
treated either as uniform or as linear. Therefore, in 
order to determine the steam generator buoyancy head term, 
first the density profile must be determined. The density 
profile itself depends upon the flow conditions in both 
primary and secondary sides. In order to demonstrate the 
approach, examine the simplest case, in which the primary 
side is in single-phase condition. For this case, an 
energy balance between the primary and secondary sides 
yields;

d  UNTiDgCTp - Tg)
_(Tp “ Tg) = - -------   (4.132)
ds WpC

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient and N is 
the total number of tubes. Equation (4.132) can be 
written as;

d(Tp - Tg) ds
  = - (— ) (4.133)

(Tp - Tg) 1*

where 1"̂ is the equivalent length and its value is given
by

1^ =
WpC

In setting up the energy balance. Equation (4.133), it
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is further assumed that the secondary side temperature 
remains the same throughout its length. This is physical
ly, equivalent to the existence of two-phase flow condi
tion the shell-side. Now, Equation (4.133) can be inte
grated to get;

Tp(s) - Tpi = - (Tpi-Tg) + (Tpi-Tg)Exp(-s/l^) (4.134)

By using the Bossinesq approximation, the same 
profile, as given by Equation (4.134), exists for the 
density. Hence the primary side density profile is given 
by:

P(s) - Pi = pPi(Ti-Tg)[l - Exp(-s/l^)] (4.135)

Having the density profile, the buoyancy head in the 
steam generators can then be evaluated. Determination of 
the density profile is especially useful in steam genera
tor thermal center calculation. Thermal length of the 
system which is the distance between core and steam 
generator thermal centers is a crucial parameter in the 
momentum equation associated with the lumped volume 
analysis. The thermal length of the steam generator is 
defined as:

. L

^SG
(T - Tq ) ds
----------  (4.136)Ti - To

where Lgg is the flow path in steam generator. Here again
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temperatures are related to density through Equation 
(4.11). Like the density, thermal length also depends 
upon the type of steam generator as indicated in Figure 
4.9.

Steam generators are usually of once-through, OTSG, 
or U-tube, UTSG, type. In an once-through steam genera
tor , thermal length given by Equation (4.136) is measured 
from the uppe ■: tube sheet to the thermal center whereas 
for a U-tube steam generator, it is measured from the 
lower tube sheet to the thermal center. Buoyancy head 
derivations for both types of steam generators are pre
sented in the following sections.

4.2-3.2.1 Buoyancy Head in Loops with UTSG

A schematic of a UTSG tube is depicted in Figure 
4.10a. The buoyancy head term is calculated by inserting 
Equation (4.135) into Equation (4.136) and integrating 
from entrance to the end of the upward portion and from 
the entrance to the exit of the downward portion to get;

LgG 1

but

( p  -  P q ) 3 _ ' ^  = - / ( f  -  ^ o ) g d s

*'o r ̂ s''
•n -4-1 t

/

0 *̂0 f SG
( P - pQ)gds (4.136A)

1+1
1
iP - P o)gds = ( Pi - Pq)1 + P i(Ti - Tg)[l

+ l^Exp(-l/l*) -1^] (4.136B)
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Figure 4.9 Thermal Centers in Reactor Vessel And 
(a) UTSG, (b) OTSG Raised Loop, And 
(c) OTSG Lowered Loop Designs
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Figure 4.10 Schematic of A UTSG Tube
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and
-^SG

|C P -  pQlgds = fP i  -  Pq I I  + p i C T i  » T g H l

+ 1^Ex p {”Lsg/1'*') “ l^ExpC»(l + l’)/l^)] C4.136C)

therefore,
L

f  i ^0^2*^ = 9PPi(Tj_ - Tg)!"^!! ” ExpC“l/l^) +

Ex p (-Ls q/1^) - Exp(-(1 + 1')/!♦)] (4.136D)

if r represents the dimensionless quantity inside the 
bracket of the right hand side then;

I ,

/(P-Po)2*^ = gl^(pQ- “"i) ---------   (4.137)
i 1 - ExpC-Lsg/I"^)

from the definition of Equation (4.136) i

i"̂ r
Lrh = ----------- --—  (4.138)

1 - Ex p (-Ls q/1 )

where
r = 1 - Exp("l/1^) + Ex p (~Ls g/1'̂ ) “ Exp(-(1+1')/l^)

Equation (4.138) was derived on the assumption that 
the flow in the primary side remains single-phase. If the 
tube side is in partial or full flow boiling; Equation
(4.138) is still valid for the non-boiling portion. For 
the boiling portion, the energy balance must be written in 
terms of flow enthalpy of the tube as follows:
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dh UNnDo
ds WpCp

(Tp - Tg)sat (4.139)

The linkage between Equation (4.137) and Equation
(4.139) is through the quality and void fraction since 
enthalpy and density are functions of quality and void 
fraction, respectively. Quality and void fraction are 
interrelated via any void quality relationship such as a 
drift flux model (H4). These statements can be formulated 
as follows:

Since dh = hfgdx, Equation (4.139) becomes:

dx UNtiDq
ds '̂ p̂ fg

(Tp - Tg)sat (4.140)

or

ds
dx =  --- (4.141)

♦12(p

where

♦1 ^p^fg
2(p UNtiDq CTp ~ Tg) sat

Quality at any given distance is determined from 
Equation (4.141), given the boundary condition of

s = Lg at X  -  X j_
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where the boiling length Lg can be closely estimated from

^ " ^satLg = ------  (4.142)
^i ” ^o

Density is given by:

^2q> == (1 " a) Pf + a  P g  (4.143)

where a, the void fraction is related to density via;

Ax + B

A and B are given in Equation (4.84) 

Therefore,

P . p ^- -f +  --2d) = ^̂ f +   (4.144)
Ax + B

The hydrostatic head of the two-phase section can then 
be determined by integrating Equation (4.144) over the 
two-phase section as follows:

/% G  L Pf X
P2mq*ds = I ® (Pf+ —  ---) ds (4.144A)

J Ax + B0 0

Equation (4.144A) can now be integrated in conjunction 
with Equation (4.141) depending upon the length of the 
boiling section as given by Equation (4.142).
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4.2-3.2.2 Buoyancy Head in Loops with OTSG

Derivation of the buoyancy head term and thermal
length in a OTSG is more straight forward than those of
the UTSG. The buoyancy head is calculated by integrating
Equation (4.135) throughout its length;
^ S G  ^SG
J S * ^ = / { P i  + 3(Ti~Tg)Pi[l - Exp(-s/l*) ]}gds (4.145)
0 0

or
/*SGJpg_'̂  =PigLsG + 3g(Tpi - Tg)[LsG
0

+ 1^Ex p (-Ls g/1^)“1'̂ ] (4.146)

Similarly thermal length can be evaluated as;
L.I SG
( ̂  - ^o)ds

I^h = — ------- — --  (4.147)(Pi ~ Po)

The integral of Equation (4.147) is developed in 
Section 4.2-3.2.1, Equation (4.136B). It can be directly 
used here by replacing 1 with LgG?

LTh = (^i - ^o)%G + 3Pi(Tpi - Tg){LsG " l^Ll

- Exp(-Lsg/1'^)]> (4.148)

where P and P q are the tube side inlet and outlet 
densities.

The steam generator thermal length as given by
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Equation (4.148) is derived for a OTSG with single-phase
flow in the tube and two-phase flow in the shell-side. If
the flow condition in both sides is single-phase, the 
temperature or density profile of Section 4.1-5, Equations 
(4.62) and (4.63), are applicable and steam generator 
thermal length would become:

^Th “ ^1^2^sG (4.149)

where ni and ri2 in Equation (4.149) are given by:

Tpi-T
m  = — ---- (4.150)

^pi”^po

and

1 - Exp(-(a-b))
ri2 = 1 " -----------   (4.151)

a - b

where T in Equation (4.150) is given by;

(aTso ” bTpi)
T = ------------ 1—  (4.152)

a - b

a and b in Equations (4.151) and (4.152) are

UA
a = ---- (4.153)

WpCp

and
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UA
b = ---- (4.154)

In Equations (4.150) and (4.152) Tpj_, TpQ, and TgQ are 
inlet and outlet temperatures to the tube and shell side, 
respectively.

Another possibility may exist in which both tube and 
shell sides are in two-phase condition. The density 
profile in the tube-side was derived in Section 4.2-3.2.1, 
Equation (4.144). If the boiling length is less than the 
total steam generator flow path, then;

/^SG
pg*ds = j pgds + j pgds (4.155)

B
otherwise;

I pq*ds = / p gds - (4.156)
0 *0

In the former case, substitution of density profiles 
results in;

pg*ds = 1 ^ + 1 2  (4.157)/.0
where

r a X  ♦

^1 + ^fg------ Ŝfl2p dx
Jq Ax + B

and
L,

r B
l2 = g P i n U  + P(Tin-Ts)[l - Exp(-s/1^3}ds 

•{)
Upon evaluation of these integrals, I]_ and 12 would
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become;

♦ PfLg + Pfg[ALg + BlnB - BlnCALg+Bj] 
ii = - gi2p   ------"3-----------------

l2 = gPinH 1 + 3 (Tin " Ts )](Ls q " + [1 + 3 (Tin

- Ts )]1*[Ex p (-Ls g /1^) - ExpC-Lg/l^)]}

where A and B are given by Equation (4.84).
If flow in the tube-side is in two-phase condition, 

throughout the length of the steam generator, then the 
integral of Equation (4.156) would be given by I2 where Lg 
is replace by Lgg. Notice that in this case becomes 
zero.

4.2-3.3 Pump Head

In order to calculate mass flow rate, W, from conser
vation of momentum. Equation (4.122), all the involved 
terms should be expressed as functions of mass flow rate. 
Pump head also can be expressed as a function of dimen- 
sionless mass flow rate as follows;

Q WH p u m p  =  G ( —  . — ) (4.158)
fip %

Equation (4.158) though useful, introduces an addi
tional variable, the impeller speed, Q. In order to 
determine Q, conservation of angular momentum may be
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employed relating the angular acceleration to the 
applied torques;

dfi
I _  = Ye - Yp - Yl (4.159)d t

where
Y@; applied electric torque
Yp? pump torque which is the torque imparted by the 

fluid through pump impeller at a given flow and 
rotor speed.

Y^; loss torque which consists of torque for motor 
windage loss, bearing friction loss, seal 
friction loss, fluid-shaft friction loss, etc.

If all of these torques are expressed in terms of Q 
and W, Equation (4.159) can then be solved for Q in terms 
of W and upon substitution in Equation (4.122), W can be 
calculated as a function of time from a first order 
differential equation.

As the above discussion implies, the task is to define 
functions consisting of dimensionless W and Q to express 
quantities such as pump head and all the torque terms. 
Definition of such functions would then describe a pump b y  
a so-called homologous model (Cl).

The homologous model gives relationships among 
variable head H, pump torque Tp, flow rate W, and rota
tional speed n. For the sake of generalization, these 
variables are normalized to their corresponding design or
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rated values.

Q
e = —  (4,160)

%

%U = —  (4.161)
'̂ PD

W
u = —  (4.162)

Wd

H
o = —  (4.163)

Hd

The homologous model is capable of representing a pump 
functioning in several operational modes as depicted in 
Figure 4.11. The representation for each quadrant is 
presented in Table 4.5 (Cl) where Aj_ through Dĵ  are 
constant coefficients whose values depend upon the 
specific pump being modelled.
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Table 4.5

Functional Relationship Representing the Characteristics 
of A Primary Coolant Centrifugal Pump

|-| < 1; e > 0e
,Tl,|“| < li e < 0

o = e2 E Ai
i=l ®

U = £ B (-)i"l
i=l

7  ̂ . Tt J 1 0 = g2 E (A. 4- 4)(~)1"1
i=l e

4 Tt .U = s2 E (B4 + 4)(-)i“l 
i=l e

I -1 < 1; n > 0Tt I -1 < 1; Tt > 0Tt

a = n2 E C^(-)i“l 
^ Tt

U = r 2 g 154 (-)Tt

7  ̂ e 4 1a = 1x2 2 (C4 + 4)(“)^"1 i=l Tt

U = Tt2 E (Di + 4)(“)i"l
i=l
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4.2-4 Pressurizer Evaluation

In this section the function of the pressurizer and 
the method of analyzing its response is presented.

The pressurizer for pressurized subcooled systems 
behaves as a "cushion" to absorb pressure oscillations and 
to restore the specified operating pressure. A pressurized 
system operating without a pressurizer is subjected to two 
types of hardships. In case of a pressure rise due to 
secondary causes, the system would undergo additional 
stresses whose magnitudes depend upon both the magnitude 
and the duration of the pressure surge. This is a direct 
threat to the integrity of the system structure. If the 
system is protected, it would cause inadvertent inventory 
discharge through the safety relief valves. A pressure 
decrease, however, causes flashing which in case of a PWR 
could disrupt the core neutron balance.

Pressure changes which are induced in the system can 
originate through power demand variations, reactor trip, 
and turbine trips. Let us examine the processes involved 
in which pressure changes in order to evaluate and model 
the pressurizer response of a PWR mathematically. Schema
tic of a pressurizer is shown in Figure 4.12. In normal 
operation, the pressurizer pressure is slightly lower than 
that of the primary system, whereas, its liquid tempera
ture is slightly higher than the liquid temperature 
in the hot leg. The reason is due to the fact that at the
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system pressure, the hot leg contains subcooled liquid and 
the pressurizer contains saturated liquid.

If the plant generator demands less load from the 
turbine, less heat would be extracted from the primary in 
the steam generator, raising primary temperature. This in 
turn would cause liquid to expand and surge into the 
pressurizer resulting in an increase in its liquid level. 
Increase in the liquid level would trigger the spray 
control valve system to actuate the spray valve which 
delivers subcooled liquid from the cold leg on top of the 
steam dome. This spray of cold liquid would quench the 
steam, reduce the pressure, and raise the water level in 
pressurizer. The T-s diagram of insurge and outsurge for 
both liquid and vapor control volume is depicted in Figure 
4.13 (T2).

The above mentioned scenario of events may cause the 
pressurizer level to exceed its specified maximum height. 
To avoid this, the let-down valve would discharge addi
tional liquid into CVCS, Chemical and Volume Control 
System, to maintain the prescribed level.

An increase in electrical demand from the plant 
generator would cause the primary coolant temperature 
and subsequently its volume to decrease. This decrease 
in volume is accommodated by the pressurizer inventory 
causing liquid level to drop. Subsequent increase in 
steam dome volume results in flashing of liquid to steam
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hence increasing the pressure. Pressurizer heaters are 
programmed to function if the system pressure is still 
below the operational pressure. If the liquid level drops 
to the specified minimum set point which is well above 
the heaters surface, charging pumps would deliver make-up 
water from the CVCS to maintain the inventory.

This analysis indicates that pressurizer is indeed a 
complex system in which many thermal-hydraulics phenomena 
can occur depending upon the scenario. The coexisting 
phases may very well be in thermodynamic non-equilibrium 
due to the rapid pace of transients involved. An example 
is the coexistence of superheated vapor and subcooled 
liquid in the pressurizer, although, both phases are at 
equilibrium at the interface. Major factors to be consi
dered in pressurizer analysis are:
- Heat Transfer at the Interface
- Mass Transfer at the Interface

- formation of steam via depressurization of 
liquid, flashing

- steam condensation
- formation of liquid via depressurization of 

steam, rain-out
- Metastability of the Phases
- Fluid-Solid Thermal Interaction, Wall Effects
- Thermal Stratification in Liquid
- Presence of Non-condensable Gases
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The complexity of the subject has resulted in diverse 
approaches for pressurizer analysis in the open litera
ture. The simplest approach is to use a homogeneous 
equilibrium model, HEM, which assumes that the two phases 
are in thermodynamic equilibrium throughout the insurge and 
outsurge process.

The advantage of simplicity of HEM is overshadowed 
by its erroneous predictions in some cases of importance. 
For example, in an insurge, the subcooled liquid compresses 
the steam to become superheated vapor causing an immediate 
pressure rise. A pressure drop would follow due to 
the condensation of steam on the wall and on the liquid 
surface and later by actuation of spray as was discussed 
earlier in this section. If a homogeneous equilibrium 
model is used to analyze this transient it would naturally 
predict an immediate pressure drop. This is due to the 
lower saturation pressure corresponding to the insurge of 
subcooled liquid. Because of such shortcoming in analysis, 
a two-fluid model, despite its added complexities, has been 
more favored in the models reported in the literature. The 
major differences between these two-fluid models are 
related to the constitutive relations such as flashing and 
rain-out mass flow rates, (B4), (M3), and (N2), numerical 
techniques (B3), and (Gl) and fluid-solid interaction.

In general, there are eight possible states in which 
two phases can coexist as presented in Table 4.6. Metasta-
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Table 4.6

Thermodynamics States of Water and Steam

steam
Waters.

Subcooled Saturated Superheated

S
u
b (Metastable) Steam Steam
c Steam Condensation Condensation
o Rain-out on on
o Interface Interface
1
e
d

S
a
t
u (Metastable) Liquid
r Steam Equilibrium
a Rain-out Vaporization
t
e
d

S
u
Pe (Metastable) (Metastable)
r Flashing Flashing
h NA of of
e Liquid Liquid
a
t
e
d
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ble states, namely superheated liquid and subcooled vapor, 
are usually very short lived since flashing and rain^out- 
phenomena, respectively, would quickly stabilize these 
states. This would reduce the number of practical states 
to 4. By neglecting liquid thermal stratification and 
assigning one temperature to each phase, the two fluid 
model becomes well-defined. Two control volumes repre
senting the liquid and the vapor phases would transfer 
mass and energy through their boundaries as depicted in 
Figure 4.14. Transport of energy in the liquid control 
volume is through heater power as well as mass flow rates 
corresponding to
- insurge
- outsurge
- spray droplet

steam condensation on the interface 
steam rain-out 
liquid flashing
steam condensation on the wall

- heater power
Transport of energy in the vapor control volume is 

through the wall thermal capacity as well as mass flow 
rates corresponding to
- spray actuation 

liquid flashing 
steam condensation
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- steam rain-out
- safety and relief valves

4.2-4.1 Two - Fluid Analysis of Pressurizer

Conservations of mass and energy for liquid control 
volume are;

dMi
   " '̂ SP ^RO ^WC ” ^FL (4.164)dt

and

d(Mh)i
= Wgphf + Wsuhgu + Wpohf + Wgchf + W^^hfdt

dp
“ + V i _  (4.165)dt

and for the vapor control volume are;

dMv
dt

and

d(Mh)v

= WpL “ % c  " % C  " % R V  ” ^RO (4,166)

dt = " %C^v " ^SC^f " %RV^v

dp
- Wpohf - Vy—  (4.167)dt
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Note that with regard to mass inventory, the spray 
mass flow rate only appears in the liquid control volume 
though it is sprayed into the vapor control volume.

This set of equations is very concise and a preferred 
alternative to other lengthy approaches (see for example 
(H5)).

These four equations should be solved for a given set 
of boundary conditions. If system pressure, liquid and 
vapor enthalpies, h^, h^ and vapor void fraction, Op, are 
selected as unknowns (K3), then Equations (4.164) through 
(4.167) would become;

SMj dp 3Ml dhi 3Mi dOp------ + -------- + -------- = + Wgp + Wgu
3p dt 3hi dt 3Op dt

+ WpQ - WpL (4.168)

3My dp 3My dh^ 3M^ dOp
-------+- -̂------ + -̂------= WpL " Wpo " “ ^SC3p dt 3hy dt 3Op dt

” Wgpv (4.169)

3 Ml dp 3 Ml dhi
[ (hi - hgy)  " ViJ— . + [ (hi - hgy)  + Ml]---3p dt 3 hi dt

3 Ml dOp
+ (hi - hgy)— ------ = <3h3 0p dt

(h£ - hgy) - WpL(hg - hgy) (4.170)
and
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3 My dp 3 dhy
CChv " hsu)—  - + C(hv “ hsu)—  + --- -3 p dt 3 hy dt

9 My dcCp
+ (hy " hgu)--------" ^SP^^SP “

3 0p  dt

~ (Wro " ^%RV ■*■ (4.171)

In derivation of Equations (4.170) and (4.171) the mass 
balance of each control volume was multiplied by hgy and 
added to the energy balance for each control volume.

The selection of void fraction would automatically 
account for the total constant volume constraint. Partial 
derivatives of masses with regard to the selected state 
variables, as appear in Equations (4.168) through (4.171), 
can be defined as:

3 My ^Py( )p = (Vy )p (4.172)
3 p ^ ^ p  ^

3̂ 2. 3 p.( )p = (Vi/i)p (4.173)3hi 3hi

and

3 Ml
(— )p = - (VPi)p (4.174)
°a

where derivatives such as /^p and 9p /^h at a given 
pressure are well defined quantities as was discussed in
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Section 4-2.1, Equations (4.76) and (4.77).
The set of first order differential equations, (4.168) 

through (4.171) can be solved in a finite difference form 
for a given set of initial conditions provided all the 
involved parameters are fully determined. These parameters 
can be divided into two categories; those defined as 
boundary conditions such as heater power and spray flow rate 
and those which require constitutive equations. The latter 
includes quantities such as rain-out, flashing, and conden
sation flow rates. There is one more parameter left to be 
determined, the surge flow rate, Wgy. The surge flow rate 
could be defined as either a constant or time-dependent
boundary condition if the pressurizer is analyzed as an
independent system. However, if the pressurizer is included 
as an interactive component of the primary system then the 
surge flow rate and its corresponding enthalpy are indeed 
the only coupling between the primary and the pressurizer.
In the latter case the surge flow rate, Wgu should be 
defined by the simultaneous solution of Equations (4.166) 
through (4.171) and Equations (4.87) and (4.90).

Constitutive equations are needed for
- Safety - relief valve mass flow rate, Wg^y
- Spray valve mass flow rate, Wgp
- Spray condensation mass flow rate, Wg^
- Wall condensation mass flow rate, W^^
- Rain-out mass flow rate, WpQ
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- Flashing mass flow rate, Wp^

4.2-4.2 Safety - Relief Valve Mass Flow Rate

Steam discharge through safety - relief valves is 
governed by the pressure difference between the pressurizer 
and the discharge area. If flow is choked, an appropriate 
equation for choked flow rate would be applicable. In this 
analysis the equation suggested for ideal gas (LI) is 
employed;

2 r* I
Wgpy = Agpy [Fgp (-----) ] (4.175)

r + 1

where

r = !£
Cy.

and

r + 1 
r' = -----

r - 1

Discharge area, Agpv' can be either specified as a 
function of time or as a step function representing fully 
closed or fully open valve.

4.2-4.3 Spray Valve Mass Flow Rate
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The spray valve if actuated discharges a flow corre
sponding to the available head across the valve. This 
available head is equal to the pressure difference calcu
lated from Figure 4.12;

APsP “ APhL APsg APcl g[^l(i<l

+ 2)3pR2R " SPCL^SP

where PRZR stands for pressurizer. Therefore, mass flow 
rate through the spray valve would be

APsp 2Wgp = Agp (---- ) {4.176)
% P

where Kgp is the spray valve discharge coefficient (K3).

4.2-4.4 Spray Condensation Mass Flow Rate

The subcooled water flowing through the spray valve 
into the vapor region would quench the steam by absorbing 
energy from the vapor region. The mass conservation 
equation, for a control volume taken around the vapor 
region, Figure 4.14, is

dMv
dt ~ ^SP " (^SP * Wgc) (4.177)

This equation expresses the fact that although spray 
flow enters the vapor region, it ultimately joins the
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liquid region after quenching the steam. The energy 
balance for the vapor region yields;

d
Wcphsp ~ Wsphf + Wsc^f t —  (Mu)Y (4.178)dt

where u is the internal energy of the vapor control volume.
Notice that in writing the energy balance only the 

spray is accounted for and all other phenomena such as 
wall condensation, rain-out, etc., are excluded. The 
amount of work done due to change in the boundary of the 
control volume is also neglected. Before expanding the 
derivative term, note that it is assumed, in Equation 
(4.178), that both spray condensation and spray flow leave 
the vapor region as saturated liquid. Expansion of the 
derivative term results in;

d du dM^
—  (Mu)v = My —  + Uv --- (4.179)dt dt dt

A simplifying assumption must be made here as follows; 
the spray condensation process primarily affects the vapor 
region mass inventory and its specific internal energy 
remains rather unchanged. In order to compensate for the 
error which is introduced for this assumption, vapor 
specific internal energy is replaced by its specific 
enthalpy with the knowledge that the flow work, pv term, is 
negligible. As a result:
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d dMy
  (Mu)y ® hy --- (4.180)
dt dt

The effect of pressure change is considered in Section
4.2-4.6. Substituting Equation (4.180) into (4.178) while 
replacing dMy/dt by that given by Equation (4.177), the 
spray condensation would be calculated as

^f ~ hgpWgc = (-------- ) Wgp (4.181)hy - hf

4.2-4.5 Pressurizer Wall Condensation Mass Flow Rate

The pressurizer wall facing the vapor region may be 
regarded as a heat source in outsurge and as a heat sink in 
insurge. In order to evaluate the effects of the wall on 
condensation of vapor in an insurge, the wall time constant 
should be determined. A small time constant indicates the 
significant importance of the wall on the rate of condensa
tion whereas a large time constant reflects the fact that in 
fast transients the wall would not have major effect on 
vapor condensation.

The wall time constant can be estimated from a lumped 
parameter approach for thermal conduction in the wall;

dT^ qwc
(Pc)w --- =   (4.182)dt 6
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where 6 is the penetration depth of wall over which conden
sation occurs. The axial temperature gradient is ignored in 
Equation (4.182) and so is any heat loss to the containment 
atmosphere. In order to solve Equation (4.182) the heat

9 9flux, q^0 should be replaced by its equivalent;

qwc " %C^^sat “ ^w^

where emphasizes the fact that vapor is saturated at
the wall. Substituting Equation (4.183) into Equation
(4.182) and integrating it results in

Tw ~ (^w^ ss t*̂ sat ~ *̂̂ ŵ  ss^ ̂ ̂ - Exp( -t/x) ] (4.184)

where ss stands for steady-state and the time constant t is 
given by

( Pc)^6T = ------ (4.185)
^WC

It is apparent that the real wall time constant is 
higher than that given by Equation (4.185). The reason is 
the assumption made to ignore wall thermal resistance by 
employing a lumped parameter approach. The price to pay 
for not introducing such error is rather high. With wall 
resistance accounted for, a second order differential 
equation should be solved to determine the temperature 
profile inside the wall. An alternative approach would then 
be the introduction of an equivalent thermal conductivity
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length, Lgg, in order to augment the time predicted by 
Equation (4.185), yet retain the one-node lumped parameter 
approach. Therefore,

1 i*eq
T = ipc)y^6 ( -----  + _ )  (4 .186)

^WC

The equivalent thermal conductivity length, Lgg, can 
not be determined analytically. It somehow resembles 
the form loss coefficient, K* in Equation (4.114) as with 
K*, Lgg should also be determined by engineering judgement 
and a trial and error process.

Finally, knowing the wall heat flux from Equation
(4.183) and wall temperature from Equation (4.184), the wall 
condensation mass flow rate can be calculated as;

f f

— M ■■■ (4.187)
hv - hf

4.2-4.6 Rain-out Mass Flow Rate

As indicated in Figure 4.15 adequate reduction of 
pressure would change the superheated vapor to saturated 
steam. Further reduction in pressure results in appearance 
of saturated liquid. The maximum amount of liquid appears 
in an isentropic depressurization. For a control volume 
containing vapor and undergoing isentropic pressure reduc
tion, the mass and energy equations are;
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dM^
dt

and

= - W^O C4.188)

d(Mujy
-------  = “ W r o  hf (4.189)dt

Specific internal energy term can be eliminated by 
taking advantage of

u = h - pv (4.190)

Upon expansion of the derivative term in Equation 
(4.189) and substitution of Equations (4.188) and (4.190) 
into Equation (4.189), it becomes;

dhg d
Myt  “ —  (pv)] - uWro = - Wro hfdt dt

or

dhg dp dp
MvE “ V — ] = Wr o (Uq  " Uf)

dp dt dt

Therefore,

dhg dp
M ^ ( —  -  V )  —  

dp dt
Wro = --------------- (4.191)

hfg
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Figure 4.15 T - s  Diagram Representation of Isentropic 
Rainout And Flashing Phenomena
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4.2-5 Nunierlcal Solution Method

In this section the numerical solution method for 
two-phase flow analysis is discussed. Numerical solution 
is required for three different sets of equations as 
follows;
- Conservation of mass and energy equations for the 

primary system, excluding the pressurizer, as given by 
Equations (4.87) and (4.90).

- Conservation of mass and energy equation for the 
pressurizer as given by Equations (4.168) through 
(4.171).

- Conservation of integral momentum equation for the 
primary system as given by Equation (4.122).

In order to solve these equations in their general 
transient form, a steady-state solution must accompany 
them. The numerical approximation and the solution method 
for each set of equations is discussed in the following 
sections.

4.2-5.1 Numerical Solution of the Primary System Mass 
And Energy Equations

The objective in solving the primary side conservation 
equations is to determine the system pressure and the 
mixture enthalpy of each selected control volume.

In a lumped volume analysis, there are individual
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energy equations for reactor vessel lower plenum, core, 
upper plenum, hot leg, steam generator, and cold leg in 
addition to the overall mass balance. In another words, 
there are as many equations as the number of control 
volumes plus one. For a N loop system this is 3N+4. The 
number of equations for the primary system configuration of
Figure 4.7 is equal to seven.

Equations (4.87) and (4.90), if finite differenced 
semi-implicitly and cast in a general matrix form, can be 
written as;

[Aj^Ax^+l = [B]^ (4.192)

where in Equation (4.192), [A] and [B] are coefficient 
matrixes. Vectors x and 2 include the unJcnowns and 
boundary conditions, re.spectively. The structure of these 
vectors is as follows:

li = [P; hjin,Lp? hra,C' ^n,UP' ^m,HL' ^,SG(i) > ^m,CL(i) 3'̂'* 

and

2 = fWgu, Wx' 5c' 3̂

where vector includes, in general, flow rates from
external sources such as safety injection valves, charging 
pump, bleed and letdown lines.

Vector R includes the residual terms. Note, that Wgy 
in the boundary condition matrix couples these equations
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with those of the pressurizer.

4.2-5.2 Numerical Solution of the Pressurizer Mass And 
Enercry Equations

Mass and energy equations for liquid and vapor control 
volume. Equations (4.168) through (4.171), if finite 
differenced by using a semi-implicit method, can be expres
sed in a matrix equation as follows;

[C]^ Ayri+1 = [D]^ + [E]^ (4.193)

[C], [D], and [E] in Equation (4.193) are coefficient 
matrices. Vector Y, W, and L include the unknowns, 
boundary conditions and interfacial mass exchange rate 
terras, respectively. The structure of these vectors is as 
follows:

X ” tP» ^1 , 3̂

W = [W£u» Wgp, Wscf 

L = [Wĵ o» ^Fl]

4.2-5.3 Numerical Solution of the Integral Momentum 
Equation

The integral momentum equation. Equation (4.192) can 
be expressed as;
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L dw^ L dWg
? (-).  i + (~)^ --- = F(W^, W^) (4.194)
1 A dt A dt ■'

where function F is given by the right hand side of 
Equation (4.122). The pump rotor speed (Q) is given by 
Equation (4.159) as:

dfi-j
— 1 = G(Wj, Qj) (4.195)
dt

An overall mass balance relates the core mass flow 
rate to the mass flow rate of individual loop, as:

N
= E Wt (4.196)

j=i ^
where N is equal to the number of loops. Equations (4.194) 
through (4.196) can be cast in a general matrix equation 
as:

d
[S3 _(Z) = K(Z) (4.197)

dt

where [S] in Equation (4.197) is the coefficient matrix. 
Vectors Z and K(Z) include the unknowns and the given func
tions, respectively. The structure of these vectors is as 
follows;

z ~ [w^, , ............ Wjj,

and
K( Z) — [ F 2̂, Fĵ , Gĵ , 0 3 ̂
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A semi-implicit formulation of Equation (4.197) (see 
Equation A15) results in;

[S]^ AZ^+1 = At[K^ + [J]Ĵ  A z^] (4.198)

where [J] in Equation (4.198) is the Jacobian matrix of 
vector K(Z) as given by Equation (A17). Rearranging 
Equation (4.198):

{[S] - At [J]}^ AZ^+1 = At (4.199)

or alternatively:

[ S ’ 3̂  AẐ "*"! = At Z^ (4.200)

where

[ S ’ 3 = [S3 - At[J3

4.2-5.4 Overall Calculation Procedure

In solving Equations (4.192), (4.193), and (4.200), 
the steady-state or the initial condition should be 
determined first. The steady-state condition for Equation 
(4.192) is determined by assuming that the system is 
initially in symmetric operation. The given values are the
core thermal power and temperature of the cold leg. The
steam generator exit temperature and the reactor vessel 
lower plenum are assumed to be equal to that of the cold 
leg. In order to calculate the mass flow rate through the
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core. Equation (4.200) is solved in its steady-state form. 
The hot leg temperature is then determined by a heat 
balance over the core knowing lower plenum temperature and 
core power. The initial heat deposition rate in the steam 
generators and the corresponding overall heat transfer 
coefficient are calculated by the given conditions existing 
in the secondary side. For the pressurizer, the initial 
pressurizer values such as spray mass flow rate and the 
heater power are taken to be zero.

Having established the steady-state conditions, the 
transient calculation begins by first solving Equation 
(4.200). Then Equations (4.192) and (4.193) are solved 
simultaneously. Upon determination of new system pressure, 
water physical properties are then updated. Having the new 
physical properties, quantities such as buoyancy heads are 
determined by using new fluid densities.
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter the experimental data and the dif
ferent natural circulation tests to obtain the data are 
presented and discussed. The computational results are 
compared with the developed mathematical model.

The method of determining loop characteristics and 
their significance in natural circulation are discussed in 
Section 5.1 followed by Section 5.2 which explains a 
series of power and secondary-side flow rate tests. A 
drastic flow asymmetric transient and a two-to-one loop 
transient test are presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, 
respectively. It must be emphasized that the achieved 
steady-states are indeed quasi-steady in nature due to the 
fluctuation of the secondary-side flow rate. Furthermore, 
no attempt was made to induce any small perturbation in 
the achieved steady-states to observe any possible multi 
states for the steady flow conditions.

5.1 System Characteristics

System characteristics must be determined in Order to 
evaluate the system response, operating in natural 
circulation mode, to the imposed transients. System 
characteristics include core temperature difference, flow 
resistances in each component, thermal centers in the 
heat exchangers, heat transfer coefficients, and flow
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and temperature distributions as functions of imposed 
boundary conditions. These boundary conditions include 
heater rod power in the core, secondary-side flow rate and 
secondary-side inlet temperature. The parametric study to 
evaluate the system characteristics was limited, however, 
to electric heater rods power and secondary-side flow 
rate. The secondary side inlet temperature discharged 
from the cooling tower, was a function of extracted power 
in the heat exchangers as well as the atmospheric tempera
ture. A constant inlet subcooling, by using tap water was 
impractical due to the high quantity of required coolant, 
about 85 gpra for some tests which could last for several 
hours.

Several tests were performed, the results of which are 
presented in Table 5.1. An exact loop symmetrical 
operation proved to be impractical to maintain. This was 
mostly due to the fluctuation of secondary-side flow rate 
and consequently its corresponding inlet subcooling. For 
this reason the pertinent parameters of each loop are 
presented separately, as opposed to averaging the parame
ters for the whole loop. Obviously, the total extracted 
power at quasi steady-state would be equal to the summa
tion of extracted powers in each loop which in turn must 
be equal to the specified heater rod power minus the heat 
loss.

The calculated quantities using the data of Table 5.1 
are presented in Table 5.2. Table 5.3 includes the same
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Table 5.1

UMCP Loop Characteristics
Measured Quantities, Loop (A)

Test
No. Qs(gpm) (“ft Tci(®pt ^co(“F) ATc(“F)

1 18.33 93.20 128.6 132.2 176.0 43.8
2 20.00 89.6 114.8 120.5 158.0 37.4
3 27.00 92.95 117.5 128.9 172.0 43.1
4 34.33 92.70 110.9 123.8 163.7 39.9
5 35.50 94.53 111.9 127.4 167.3 41.9
6 40.00 93.60 107.7 123.5 162.8 39.9
7 40.55 106.8 120.9 136.0 177.0 41.0
8 41.30 109.4 123.9 137.5 177.0 39.5
9 43.28 96.2 110.3 126.5 167.0 40.5
10 39.65 103.1 114.8 125.2 161.6 36.4
11 40.70 103.1 125.3 147.2 195.8 48.6
12 52.00 89.9 100.4 115.9 152.6 36.6
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Table 5.1
(Continued)

UMCP Loop Characteristics
Measured Quantities, Loop (B)

Test
No. Qs(GPM) /^si(“FT I®?) (•ff (“F? ATc(“F)

1 18.0 93.2 128.6 132.2 176.0 43.8
2 20.0 89.6 114.8 120.5 158.0 31.4

3 24.2 92.7 117.5 128.9 172.0 43.1
4 35.0 92.7 110.9 123.8 163.7 39.9
5 35.5 92.7 111.9 127.4 169.3 41.9
6 39.7 93.4 107.7 123.5 162.8 39.3
7 40.2 106.4 120.0 136.0 177.0 41.0
8 42.6 109.4 123.9 137.5 177.0 39.5
9 42 .4 96.2 110.3 126.5 167.0 40.5
10 41.0 103.1 113.9 125.1 161.6 36.4
11 “ -
12 20.0 89.9 118.0 117.8 152.6 34.7
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Table 5.2

UMCP Loop Characteristics
Calculated Quantities, Loop (A)

Test
No. Yhl(ft/sec)

UA
(BTU/hr-®F) (f&)

X
(rain) (KW)

1 0.44 6644.6 2.46 15.0 86.56
2 0.45 6752.7 2.37 14.5 72.71
3 0.47 6772.5 2.25 13.5 90.58
4 0.46 6910.9 2.11 12.7 83.55
5 0.48 6973.8 2.13 12.5 89.95
6 0.46 7060.2 2.06 12.2 82.48
7 0.48 7630.5 2.01 11.4 89.48
8 0.48 7219.0 2.04 11.9 83.96
9 0.50 7250.7 2.06 11.8 89.68
10 0.42 7007.1 1.93 12.3 67.61
11 0.61 8002.4 2.21 11.0 131.70
12 0.49 7213.8 1.99 11.5 79.57
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Table 5.2
(Continued)

UMCP Loop Characteristics
Calculated Quantities, Loop (B)

Test
No.

UA
(BTU/hr-“F) fe)

X
(min) (KW)

1 0.48 7355.9 2.50 14.0 72.83
2 0.46 6752.7 2.37 14.5 72.71
3 0.45 6660.9 2.29 14.0 87.48
4 0.53 7727.0 2.16 11.5 92.82
5 0.48 6973.8 2.13 12.5 89.95
6 0.47 6851.3 2.08 12.5 83.00
7 0.46 7013.6 2.04 12.2 84.89
8 0.51 7759.4 2.09 11.0 89.89
9 0.48 7038.8 2.28 13.4 86.84
10 0.40 6623.5 1.91 12.0 64.53
11 NA NA NA NA NA
12 0.44 6858.2 2.34 14.35 67.15
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tdata grouped in a similar power range,

5-1-1 Hot Leg Flow Rate

Shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are the hot leg velocity 
and mass flow rate. As is seen from these tables, an 
increase in secondary-side flow rate will cause an 
increase in the hot leg flow rate. Apparently higher 
flow rate extracts more power in the heat exchanger 
resulting in higher primary-side flow rate and lower 
primary-side temperature gradient. Higher hot leg flow 
rate would increase the flow resistance which in turn 
offsets the rate of increase of the flow.

The safe operation of the cooling tower required a 
maximum inlet water temperature of 130 ®F. This for the 
specified core power of 174.6 kW and an inlet temperature 
of 94 “F, would translate to a minimum secondary-side flow 
rate of 16 gpm per heat exchanger. Therefore, as analysis 
of Section 4.1-5 indicates that for lower ranges of 
secondary-side flow rate the ratio of Wjĵ /̂Wg is greater 
than unity, representing a concave upward trend in a Tg-Z 
plot. At about 12.0 gpm the Wji^/Wg ratio becomes equal to 
unity representing a straight line in a Tg-Z plot. It is 
concluded, therefore, that for the operational range of 
secondary-side flow rates the Tg-Z plot would show a 
concave downward trend due to the ratio of Wjj^/Wg being 
less than unity. Shown in Figure 5.1 is the heat exchang
er axial temperature profile for test No. 12, loop (A).
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Table 5.3

Power Grouping of Calculated Quantities

^SG(kW) Qg(GPM) *̂ si
( “ FT

Vhl(ft/sec)
UA

(BTU/hr-“F)
T

(min)

20.0 89.9 0.44 6858.2 2.34 14.3
66.0 39.6 103.1 0.42 7007.1 1.93 12.3

41.0 103.1 0.40 7038.8 1.91 12.0

73.0 20.0 89.6 0.45 6752.8 2.37 14.5

34.33 92.7 0.46 6910.9 2.11 12.7
39.70 93.4 0.47 6851.3 2.08 12.5

84 40.00 93.6 0.46 7060.2 2.06 12.2
40.20 106.4 0.46 7013.6 2.04 12.2
41.30 109,4 0.48 7219.0 2.28 11.9
52.00 89.9 0.49 7213.8 1.99 11.6

18.33 93.2 0.44 6644.6 2.46 15.0
87 24.20 92.7 0.45 6660.9 2.29 14.0

24.40 96.2 0.48 7038.8 2.28 13.4

27.00 92.9 0.47 6772.5 2.25 13.5
35.50 94.5 0.48 6973.8 2.13 12.5

90 40.55 106.8 0.48 7630.5 2.01 11.4
42.60 109.4 0.51 7759.4 2.09 11.0
43.28 96.2 0.50 7250.7 2.06 11.8

132 40.7 103.1 0.61 8002.4 2.21 11.0
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Shown in Figure 5.2 is a comparison between recorded and 
calculated heat exchanger mid point temperatures. This 
figure shows a good agreement with data for which the 
maximum deviation is less than 2%.

5.1.2 System Thermal Length

Primary-side thermal length variation as a function of 
secondary flow rate is presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.3. A 
100% increase in secondary-side flow rate results in about 
20% decrease in the system thermal length. The reason for 
decrease is due to the fact that as the rate of secondary- 
side flow increases, the temperature profile alongside the 
heat exchanger flattens. This in turn lowers the thermal 
center of the heat exchanger and brings it closer to the 
geometrical center. The core thermal center which 
coincides with the geometrical center of the core, would 
remain unchanged, however, due to the linear heat addition 
in the core. The net result is a reduction in the thermal 
length. This justification is, however, not quite 
conclusive due to the fact that the calculation of thermal 
length requires several input parameters which are in turn 
a function of secondary-side inlet temperature. Since, 
the inlet temperature did not remain constant, as was 
explained earlier, a parametric study based only on the 
secondary-side flow rate could not be attained. Variation 
of system thermal length with secondary-side flow rate is
presented in Figure 5.3(a).
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5.1.3 Flow Resistance

Prior to the assembly of the loop, each component, 
vessel, hot leg, heat exchanger, and cold leg, was tested 
to establish its corresponding pressure drop-flow rate 
relationship. The results of these tests for the afore
mentioned components are presented in Figure 5.4 through

A

5.7a, respectively. The flow resistance coefficient, R, 
for a two loop system is given by;

^ ~ ^loop + 4 Ry = ( R h l  ^HX 2 Rcl^ + 4Ry (5.1)

as was derived in Section 4.1. In order to correlate the 
loop flow resistance coefficient to hot leg flow rate, the 
data for each component was used to obtain a curve fit 
for h-Q of the component in the form of

^ (5.2)y = ax

where x and y represent hot leg volumetric flow rate in 
gallon per minute and head loss in inches of water, 
respectively. Coefficients of Equation (5.2) for each 
component are presented in Table 5.4. Expressing head 
loss versus flow rate as:

1
h = --- R q 2 (5.3)

29c

and applying the appropriate dimensions. Equation (5.3) 
for one hot leg would become:
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Table 5.4

Curve Fitting Results for Component Flow Resistance

Component log a
Standard
Deviation log b

Standard
Deviation

Hot leg -3.0087 ± 0.0672 1.7686 ± 0.0387
Heat -3.5440 ± 0.0329 2.0407 ± 0.0179
Exchanger
Cold Leg -3.1765 ± 0.0620 2.0297 ± 0.0358
Vessel -3.6400 ± 0.2260 1.9742 + 0.1168
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huL = —  (258.06 Q‘0-23) q 2 (5.4)
2gc

for one heat exchanger;

hnx = — (396.34 q 0.041) q 2 (5.5)
29c

for one cold leg

1hcL = —  (863.39 qO-029) q 2 (5.6)
29c

and finally for the vessel;

hy = —  (211.41 q-0.026) q2 (5.7)
29c

where in Equations (5.4) through (5.7), Q is in ft^/sec, h
is in feet of water, ĝ. = 32.2, and the dimension of
quantities inside the parenthesis representing R is in
ft~4. The loop flow resistance coefficient as appears in
Equation (4.16) would then be equal to the summation of
Equations (5.4) through (5.7) as given by Equation (5.1).
Although, the correlated Rs show a dependency volumetric
flow rate, the small powers of Q, in Equations (5.4)
through (5.7) as given by coefficients of Table 5.4,
indicate that this dependency is rather minor. A 16%
increase in the loop flow rate resulted in 1% decrease in
R. In the computer program as developed, however, R is
correlated to the Reynold's number in order to account for
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the flow rate dependency.

5.1.4 Heat Exchanger Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

The calculated heat transfer coefficient as presented 
in Table 5.2 is shown in Figure 5.8. As is seen from this 
figure, the overall heat transfer coefficient is almost a 
linear function of hot leg flow rate. In order to 
correlate the heat transfer coefficient, the data were 
used in a curve fit routine to generate an equation 
similar to Equation (5.1). The result of the curve 
fitting with some manipulation of dimensionless numbers 
turned out to be;

Gz
Nu = 0.028 ----------- (5.8)(Re Pr)0*08

Equation (5.8) defines the heat transfer coefficient per 
total number of heat exchanger tubes and is valid for 
water at temperatures not exceeding 250 ®F and pressure 
ranging from 35 to 85 psi. Equation (5.8) in terms of hot 
leg flow rate would be:

UA = 2.0(Wh l )0*92

This equation is applicable to natural circulation
turbulent flow. The numerical value of UA for the
majority of the tests varied from 6600 to 7800
BTU/hr-®F. Shown in Figure 5.8 are also the results of
forced convection turbulent flow calculated from:
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UA = (NTtDiLgQ)h (5.9)

where in Equation (5.9) N is the number of heat exchanger 
tubes and h is given by:

k—  (0.023) (Re)0*8 (Pr)®*'̂  (5.10)

Substituting the data of Tables 3.2 and 5.3 and using an 
average value for k, ]x, and Pr, at 150®F of 0.664, 1.2 and
3.2 (R1), respectively, the overall heat transfer coeffi
cient for forced convection turbulent flow in terms of hot 
leg flow rate becomes:

UA = 12.594 (Wh l )O-® (5.11)

on the other hand the heat transfer coefficient from 
natural convection laminar flow yields UA = 1900 BTU/hr- 
°F, calculated from Equation (5.10) where h is given by 
(Rl):

k
h = 4.36 --- (5.12)

Di

It is evident that heat exchanger heat transfer 
coefficient can be considered as a combination of natural 
and forced convection phenomena as was also the case in 
other experimental facilities, (B3) and (Z2). The recom
mended correlation for combined natural and forced 
convection, by Martinelli and Boelter, is in the form of: 
(M6)
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Nu = A[Gz + B(Gr Pr D/L)*^]0-33 (5.13)

where Gz, and Gr in Equation (5.13) are the Greatz and 
Grashof numbers and A, B, and n are constant values whose 
magnitudes depend upon the test conditions. The correla
tion of Equation (5.13) is applicable to the vertical 
counter-current heat exchangers in which the hot fluid 
flows upward and the cold fluid downward. The velocity of 
fluids near the wall is increased by the buoyant force 
owing to the difference in densities caused by difference 
in temperatures. Equation (5.13) is depicted in Figure 
5.9 for various test conditions. Imposed on this figure 
is a dotted curve which fits the test physical conditions 
and is in good agreement with the results of Equation 
(5.8). The combine natural and forced convections, also 
referred to as mixed convection, is the dominant heat 
transfer regime whenever Gr number is comparible or 
exceeding Re^, (Wl). This is the case for all tests 
presented in Table 5.2. In order to numerically demons
trate the determination of the heat transfer regime, the 
plot of Figure 5.9A could be applied to the data of test
number 7. To use this figure, the dimensionless numbers 

d
GrPr- and Re must be calculated. Grashof number is given 

L
by

Pg(Tb - T^)d3Gr =    (5.14A)
v2

where the average bulk and wall temperatures, Tjj and T^,
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can be estimated from the average values of temperature in
the tube and shell sides. These amount to 156.4 and 113.6
®F, respectively. Water properties, 3, v, and Pr at 156.4
®F are 0.0003, 0.025, and 3.2, respectively. Introducing
these quantities into Equation (5.14A), a Gr number of

d
9 X 10® will be calculated. This amounts to a GrPr- of

L
0.2 X 10® which in conjunction with Re number of 3000 
determines the heat transfer regime as mixed convection 
turbulent flow.

Variation of UA versus Wg, with core power as parame
ter is shown in Figure 5.3(b).

5.2 Power And Flow Transient Tests
The intention of performing these series of tests was 

to obtain benchmarking data for power and flow variations 
as well as steady-state data for determination of system 
characteristics. It was attempted to maintain the two 
loops in symmetrical conditions since the purpose was 
observance of the behavior of the system as a whole.
Power was maintained at 178 kW while flow was changed from 
42 to 25 and finally to 15 gpm. At each flow rate the 
system achieved a quasi steady-state before the secondary- 
side flow rate was changed. At 178 kW and 15 gpm, where 
the system reached its highest temperature, power was 
changed to 162 kW and maintained while flow rate was 
changed from 15 back to 25 and 42 gpm after reading the 
steady-state at each secondary-side flow rate. This 
provided six different tests. This scenario of flow and
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power variations is presented in Table 5.5 and shown in 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. Variations of the 
secondary-side inlet temperature were approximated as 
indicated in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.12. This approxima
tion then was specified as forcing function to the 
computer program together with the power and flow rate 
variations. The results of calculation and recorded upper 
plenum temperature, downcomer inlet temperature, and 
secondary-side outlet temperature versus time are present
ed in Figures 5.13 through 5.15, respectively. These 
results show that the computer code simulates the system 
response in symmetric transients quite closely. The 
computer printout from which the graph of Figures 5.13 
through 5.15 were constructed is presented in Table 5.6.

5.3 Symmetric to Asymmetric Transient Test

The test began by establishing a similar flow rate to
both loops until achievement of steady-state at 40.0 gpm
per heat exchanger and 174.6 kW, at which point the
asymmetric flow was imposed by increasing loop (A) flow
rate to 70 gpm and the flow rate of loop (B) to 10 gpm, as
is shown in Figure 5.16. The comparison of hot leg inlet
and secondary-side outlet temperatures with recorded
temperature is shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. It is
interesting to note that despite the fact that the total
flow rate was maintained at about 80 gpm, the upper plenum
temperature increased by as much as 6 *F as compared to
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Table 5.5

Synmetric Flow and Power Transient 
Forcing Functions

t
(min)

Wg
(gpm) <lc(kW) Tg

0 < t < 25 40.66 178.0 66.14 + 60.528t
25 < t < 75 40.66 178.0 91.36+2. 448(t-0.416)
75 < t <131 25.00 178.0 90.00
131 < t < 225 15.00 178.0

162.0
90.00

225 < t <262.5 24.00 162.0 - 0.9t2 + 106.61
262.5 < t 40.00 162.0 93.41
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Calculation Results for Flow and 
Power Transient Test
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that of the previous steady-state at symmetric condi
tions. This is apparently due to the nonlinearity of the 
rate of heat removal during the transient as well as 
slight non-linearity of the heat exchanger overall heat 
transfer coefficient as given by Equation (5.8). It is 
also important to notice the rather marked discrepency 
between the calculated and recorded data, as compare with 
the symmetric transient test of Section 5.2. This 
discrepency also exists for the transient of Section 5.3 
and is mostly due to the shortcoming of the buoyancy head 
model in the integral momentum equation which results in 
predicting lower flow rates and higher temperatures. The 
parabolic flow increase of loop (A) and the exponential 
decay of the rate flow in loop (B) are presented in Figure 
5.19. According to this figure a 75% increase in seconda
ry-side flow rate of loop (A), has caused about 8% 
increase in the rate of hot leg flow. Similarly a 75% 
decrease in secondary-side flow rate of loop (B) has 
resulted in about 7% decrease in the rate of hot leg 
flow. It must be emphasized that despite the imposition 
of rather drastic flow asymmetric conditions, no primary- 
side flow oscillations other than the operating fluctua
tions were observed. However, the magnitude of these 
fluctuations was larger for the loop with lower secondary- 
side flow rate. Such oscillations were especially 
pronounced at cold leg inlet and outlet of the loops with 
lower secondary-side flow rate. The magnitude of the
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oscillations increased with reduction of the flow rate.

5,4 Two-TO"0ne Loop Transient Test

The objective of performing the two-to-one loop 
transient test is to study the flow and temperature 
redistribution in natural circulation due to the loss of a 
heat sink.

The test began by establishing equal amount of 
volumetric flow rate to the shell-side of each heat 
exchanger. This was for the purpose of achieving steady- 
state, symmetric conditions at the desired power level 
prior to initiating the transient. After achievement of 
steady-state conditions, flow rate to heat exchanger (B) 
was shut off while that of heat exchanger (A) was main
tained about its mean value. The shell-side water 
inventory of heat exchanger (B) was then drained by 
opening the drain and the steam discharge valves to aid 
the gravity discharge of the heat exchanger inventory.
The reason for draining heat exchanger (B) is to prevent 
the stagnant water from eventually reaching saturation, 
extracting heat from the primary side, several times more 
than that of heat exchanger (A), via the efficient pool 
boiling mechanism. This would be in contrast to the 
intention of making heat exchanger (B) idle. The initiat
ing events, as explained above, are indicated by arrows in 
Figures 5.20 and 5.21. Due to the slow rate of inventory 
discharge, through the 1/4" drain valve, heat exchanger
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(B) functioned as a partial heat sink for about 24 minutes 
into the transient until complete depletion of its 
inventory. Measured and calculated quantities for this 
test are given in Table 5.2, test No. 11. Depicted in 
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 are the recorded temperatures of 
water at inlet of heat exchangers (A) and (B). Those of 
the outlet of heat exchangers (A) and (B) are presented in 
Figures 5.24 and 5.25. The sudden shift in the exit 
temperature in Figure 5.25 is due to the closure of the 
steam discharge valve inhibiting exposure of the thermo
couple to the cold air in the steam line.

The system average temperature increases, as expected, 
after initiation of the transient. Recorded temperatures 
at hot leg inlet, hot legs at candy-cane and cold legs 
inlet of both loops (A) and (B) are presented in Figures 
5.26 through 5.30, respectively. Shown in Figures 5.31,
5.32 and 5.33 are the recorded temperatures at hot leg 
inlet of loop (A) and cold leg inlets of loops (A) and 
(B), respectively.

Figures 5.24 and 5.26 were selected for the purpose of 
comparing the calculated quantities with the measured 
data. These comparisons are presented in Figures 5.31 and 
5.32, respectively. The discrepancies between the 
calculated and measured quantities may be explained by 
considering the fact that the heater rods inertia was 
neglected in the mathematical modeling of the transient. 
Hence, the total deposited energy at each time interval
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differs from that given by heat convection mechanism. 
During the achieved steady-state prior to initiation of 
the transient/ heater rod temperature on the average 
stayed about 60 ®F above that of the coolant average 
temperature in the core. This amounts to an average core 
heat transfer coefficient of 1300 BTU/hr-ft^-^F or an 
overall heat transfer coefficient of 10,000 BTU/hr-®F.

It must also be emphasized that the calculated 
quantities are for a perfectly insulated system, though 
provision for thermal loss is accounted for in the 
mathematical modeling. The same similarity between 
measured and calculated temperatures of Figure 5.31 and
5.32 exists for other pertinent points of the primary 
system.

In the absence of any flow rate measuring device, only 
the calculated flow rates are presented in Figure 5.14.
As is seen from this figure the hot leg flow rate of loop
(A) steadily increases in a parabolic manner until 
reaching a new equilibrium. That of loop (B) exponential
ly decays to a minimum but non-zero valve. While visual 
observation indicated a rather stagnant flow in hot leg
(B), the results of the calculation show the otherwise.
The discrepancy is perhaps due to the shortcomings of the 
model using a one-dimensional integral momentum equation 
and a simplified energy equation using uniform mixing 
assumption. Many complicated phenomena such as three 
dimensionality of the flow in the downcomer and lower
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plenum regions as well as possible flow reversals cannot 
be investigated by this simplified model. The computer 
program printout for this test is presented in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7

Calculation Results for Two~To~One Loop Transient Test

S 20S m  

>0 

®  oVT1 "h
o g■V S  -<

eoo0̂

r i R C t f H l N . )  :  13 .6 7
SHELL IH IE T   ̂ ^
rEEt'HHTER FLOW R»IE» IS^Hl .LOOP » 
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CL IHI.ET T fH P . , tF » ,L 0 6 P ^ *_  .  
SHELL e x i t  T E H P .,C r> , LOOP «

{.»"£* ,  
FLOH RESIST. , < 1 / f T X I .  LOOP « 
EXTRRCTEO POVER.CKM). LOOP *

T IN E .E N IN .} 2 5 .6 7

SHELL IH IE T  TrM P *s«r i  
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CL IHLET T£HP..f»>,LOOP A ,
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FLOW RESIST. ,E 1 /P T R » . LOOP •  
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T IH E . IH IM . I  : 5 7 .6 7
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CL INLET TEHP..<F1,L00P^A  
SNELL EXIT T E H P . .< F l ,  LOOP A 
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» 8! 8Ss.«|"'"*;«».VKJ f .o . .
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55 .35
( 1.00
H k l t

6 2 .4 7

42 .7 5
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9 9 .2 7
“fiaf
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n t n
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4 1 .0 0
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; . ' M l
I
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Table 5.7
(Continued)
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Table 5.7
(Continued)
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Figure 5.21 VOL. FLOW RRFIL, LOOP B
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Figure 5.29 TOBE-SIDE OUTLET TEH,, LOOP R
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Sujmmarv

The UMCP 2x4 Loop facility was used to study natural 
circulation. This facility simulates a B&W lowered loop 
type PWR. It is built entirely from stainless steel, and 
designed to operate at maximum pressure and temperature of 
300 psia and 450 ®F. The Once-through heat exchangers 
transfer energy to the secondary-side flow rate from which 
energy is extracted in the cooling tower.

Important parameters of the loop, which mathematically 
require constitutive relations were measured experimental
ly. These parameters include flow resistance of each 
component and overall heat transfer coefficient in heat 
exchangers. Flow and power transients were simulated by 
varying the heater rods power and secondary-side flow 
rate. Symmetric and asymmetric tests were performed to 
analyze flow and temperature redistributions. The imposed 
variations were maintained to obtain corresponding 
steady-state.

A mathematical model was developed to predict the 
system response to the imposed transients. This model 
includes simultaneous numerical solution to the conserva
tion equations. Conservation equations include an overall 
mass balance for two-loop system, energy balances for 
individual components, and an integral momentum equation.
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Constitutive relations, including flow resistances and 
heat transfer coefficient, were obtained from curve 
fitting to the experimental data. These constitutive 
relations were then implemented in the model. Coupling of 
the primary and secondary-sides in the heat exchangers 
were modeled by dividing the heat exchangers intci sub-com
ponents and setting up axial and transverse energy 
equations and solving them simultaneously with the rest of 
equations of energy and momentum. This eliminated need 
for primary-side data for which they will be generated, at 
steady-state conditions, by specifying secondary-side mass 
flow rate, inlet temperature and heater power. A computer 
program entitled "Symmetric and Asymmetric Single-Phase 
Analysis (SAS)" was developed by employing the mathemati
cal model. The program is efficient and versatile. The 
input data includes system geometry, heater rods power, 
and secondary-side mass flow rate and inlet temperature. 
The program can be used to determine stand alone steady- 
state conditions under symmetric or asymmetric operation. 
It can also be used to determine steady-state conditions 
derived from transients. Required as input data are also 
the forcing functions for transients, time step size and 
total transient time. Heater rod power, secondary-side 
flow and inlet temperature transients can be imposed, 
simultaneously. There are alternatives considered in the 
program for the selection of the constitutive relations.

For the purpose of evaluating the program prediction
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capability, it was benchmarked against the experimental 
data. Stand alone steady-state calculations of tempera
ture distributions for secondary-side mid-point, secon
dary-side outlet, hot leg outlet, and cold leg inlet 
temperatures were virtually identical to the data for 
symmetric and asymmetric operations. Three types of 
transients, namely, power, symmetric to asymmetric, and 
two-to-one loop operations were modeled. The predicted 
results closely emulate the data.

The two-phase flow analysis included an analytical 
investigation of the state-of-the-art models and methods. 
The Computer program for the purpose of two-phase flow 
study was modified to include models for heater rods as 
well as once through steam generator in addition to the 
existing models for fission decay power and U-tube 
steam generator. The code also includes a model for pump 
operation. Natural circulation can be reached after pumps 
are tripped and the coastdown period is concluded. Since 
there is no pump presently included in the Loop and the 
instrumentation is not sufficient for two-phase parame
ters measurement, the code could not be benchmarked for 
the modifications.

6.2 Conclusions

The following conclusions are made based upon the 
observed experiments and comparisons of calculated results 
to data.
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1. Enhancement of heat exchanger heat transfer coeffi
cient —  heat transfer coefficient in heat exchangers 
during natural circulation is enhanced by the fact 
that in laminar flow and low Reynold numbers turbulent 
flows, the wall temperature affects viscosity to 
distort the established velocity profile and impose 
local free convection. A correlation was formed to 
relate Nu number to Gz, Re, and Pr nuntbers which 
agree well with the data as well as that suggested by 
Martinelli and Boelter for combined free and forced 
convection in tubes.

2. Flow dependency of the flow resistance coefficient —  
friction head loss in natural circulation is balanced 
by buoyancy head which in turn is defined by tempera
ture differences. It was correlated to volumetric 
flow rate via applying the concept of flow resistance 
coefficient, R. This coefficient, in general, depends 
upon the Reynold number, though in turbulent flow, 
this dependency is weak.

3. Flow dependency of the system thermal length —  heat 
exchanger thermal center can be adequately determined 
by using the centroid concept. System thermal length, 
as appears in the buoyancy term, is then properly 
defined. Thermal length, in single-phase flow, 
depends upon thermal load and secondary-side inlet 
temperature. An increase in the rate of secondary- 
side mass flow rate causes a reduction in the thermal
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length due to the flattening of the temperature 
profile. An increase in core power, on the other 
hand, would increase the thermal length due to the 
increase in temperature gradient alongside the heat 
exchanger.

4. Mild response of the primary system to asymmetric 
conditions —  asymmetric distribution of secondary- 
side flow rate results in similar primary-side 
response. Higher secondary-side flow rate extracts 
more energy in the corresponding heat exchangers, 
enhancing the rate of heat transfer which in turn 
increases the rate of primary-side flow rate and 
lowers primary-side temperature gradient. However, 
the magnitude of primary-side flow redistribution is 
much less drastic as compared with that of the 
secondaryside. This is due to the fact that the 
thermal length of the loop with higher secondary-side 
flow rate decreases while the friction head loss in
creases. The reverse is true with lower secondary- 
side flow rate. The net result would be a milder 
response to the imposed asymmetry.

5. Stability of the primary system flow during imposed 
transients —  flow instability resulting in cessation 
of circulation was not observed either in the asymme
try or during two-to-one loop operation transients. 
However, flow and temperature fluctuations existed in 
the loops with lower secondary-side flow rates. The
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magnitude of these fluctuations increased with a 
decrease in the rate of secondary-side flow. This 
implies that the loop flow resistance intrinsi
cally damps oscillations.

6. Primary system temperature increase due to asymmetric
operation —  system average temperature rose during a
symmetric to asymmetric transient while the total
secondary-side flow rate was maintained. This is due 
to the fact that the rate of reduction in heat 
extraction in the loop with lower flow exceeded the 
rate of heat transfer enhancement in the loop having 
higher flows.

7. Adequacy of the mathematical model for single-phase 
analysis —  a simplified mathematical modeling was 
developed based on:
- lumped, steady-state log-mean temperature difference 
and an overall heat transfer coefficient in heat 
exchangers,

- an overall mass balance for the case of two-loop,
- loop integral momentum equation.

Physical properties of subcooled water were 
assumed to be independent of pressure. This assump
tion proved to be adequate for predicting the system 
response to transients.

8. Versatility of the two-phase flow analysis program — • 
the modified two-phase flow computer program is a 
versatile, faster-than-real time code capable of
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predicting pertinent parameters of primary system and 
pressurizer under operating transients and events such 
as small break LOCAs and loss of primary system pumps
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6.3 Recommendations

The following suggestions and recommendations are made 
based on the experimental observation and theoretical 
investigation;
1. The stochastic nature of the test requires obtaining a 

vast bank of data to statistically minimize the 
frequency of "bad" data and increase the confidence 
limit.

2. A parameter study requires minimizing the variations 
of all other variables while the one under study is 
undergoing change. Secondary-side inlet temperature 
presently is a function of the heat load which makes 
the task of data comparison rather impractical.

3. Asymmetric transients in which marked flow mal-distri- 
bution exists between the loops may result in flow 
stagnation in one loop and even flow reversal.
Regions such as downcomer and lower plenum have strong 
three dimensional velocity distributions. Experimen
tally, in such regions more instrumentations and close 
monitoring are required. Mathematically, an improve
ment to the uniform mixing assumption is required to 
sufficiently model these regions.

4. Thermal inertia of heater rods is presently ignored.
A lumped rod modeling seems to be sufficient to 
account for transfer of energy to water, yet retain 
the effects of thermal inertia. Stored energy of the
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loop metal mass may be considered in the same vein.
5. A flow measuring device for small flow rates (in the 

order of a few inches per sencond} should be included 
in the primary system measurement package.

6. It is highly recommended to integrate the computer 
programs for single-phase and two-phase analysis into 
the data acquisition system of the Loop to demonstrate 
advantages of an on-line analyzer specially for 
events involving SBLOCA, pump coastdown, and high 
pressure coolant injection. Such integration would 
allow visualization of simulated plant dynamics on a 
faster-than-real-time basis.
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APPENDIX 1 
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

In this appendix the conservation equations for 
single-phase laminar, single-phase turbulent, and twophase 
flows are derived and discussed.

Al. Conservation Equations for Single-phase Laminar Flow

The distributed parameter differential form of 
conservation equations for single-phase laminar flow can 
be derived in a continuum employing a control volume with 
dimensions several times larger than the mean free path of 
the fluid molecules.

Al.1 Conservation of Mass

the intuitive derivation of conservation of mass from 
the point of view of an observer moving with the flow is:

Rate of change of mass inside the control volume = 0

This expression can also be written as;

D P
_  ~ 0 CAl)
Dt

Equation (Al) is the Langrangian from of the 
conservation of mass.

Obviously, if the observer is stationary this fact
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would be witnessed that;
Rate of change of mass inside the control volume = 

algebraic summation of mass flow rates into and out of 
the control volume

or alternatively;

= ~ V- yp (A2)
at

Equation (A2) is the continuity equation which is the 
Eulerian form of the conservation of mass.

It is interesting to note that if a nuclear fission 
takes place inside the control volume the generated 
energy must be included in the energy equation. Section 
A1.3, yet such macroscopic formulation does not permit 
inclusion of mass annihilation due to the fission.

A1.2 Conservation of Momentum

The intuitive derivation of conservation of momentum 
from the point of view of an observer moving with the 
fluid would be the application of Newton's second law;

Mass of fluid inside the control volume times its 
acceleration = Vectorial Summation of;

“ nonviscous surface forces, pressures 
- viscous surface forces
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- body forces 
or alternatively;

DV
P —  = E F (A3)Dt

where

+ [VxCuyxV) - y(4/3y.V‘V)] “ VP

Apparently from the point of view of a stationary 
observer the conservation of momentum would be;

Rate of change of momentum of fluid inside the 
control volume = net momentum flux into and out of the 
control volume + vectorial net of surface and body forces 
therefore,

^ V = ~ y - W - l - S F  (A4)
at

Equation (A4) is the Navier-Stokes equation in which 
VV is the dyadic product of two vectors defined as;

/ VkVk \
W  - (  VyVj, VyVy VyVg I

VgVy VgVg

where Vy, and Vg are the components of velocity in 
the cartesian coordinate system. Similar dyadic product 
can be defined for the cylindrical and spherical coordi-
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nate systems.

Al.3 Conservation of Energy

Energy equation can be derived in the same intuitive 
manner as for mass and momentum equations. From the 
point of view of a stationary observer;

The rate of change of total energy inside the 
control volume = the summation of:

- net of total energy convected into and out of the
control volume

- net energy transported by diffusion and radiation 
mechanisms

“ energy generated by chemical or nuclear reaction
- work performed by the medium on the control volume 

o pressure forces
o viscous forces 
o body forces

- net flow work to put the flow through the control
volume

where the total energy includes internal, kinetic, and 
potential energies.

Apparently for an observer moving with the flow, 
flux of energy by convection mechanism exists.

Equation of energy can then be alternatively written
as;
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£ » .(  p u )  =  -  V  •P V 'u  “ V  * a '  '  4- q *  * « “  P V ’ Y  +  cp C A 5 )
3t

Equation (A5) is the first law of thermodynamics in 
which;

3*' “ 3̂' * J conduction 3̂* *) radiation

and

cp “ Dissipation function ~ x s V Y  

for a symmetrical t;

xsVY - V ’(t'V) " V'CV‘1)
where tensor x in the cartesian coordinate system is
given by

■ ^xy " ^ x z

h y K X y y X y z

X z y " ^ z z

Symmetrical x implies that

'̂ KY " ‘̂yx" “ '*’ZX' "'yz ” “̂zy

These relations are valid only under equilibrium 
conditions.

Equation (A2), (A4), and (A5) derived centuries ago 
are yet to be solved in their general forms! By employing 
engineering judgements these equations can be tailored to
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each specific case for analytical solution. The most 
prominent simplifying assumptions are as follows;

- process is steady-state 
fluid is inviscid 
fluid is incompressible 
flow is one or two-dimensional 

As an example, Bernoulli's equation can be directly 
derived from Equation (A4), Navier-Stokes equation by 
applying the above mentioned assumption;

P v2 g
- + ___  + — Z = 0 (A6)
P ZQc 9c

A2. Conservation Equations for Single-Phase Turbulent 
Flow

In a turbulent flow quantities such as velocity, 
pressure and temperature at any given point have instan
taneous values. This stems from the fluctuating nature 
of the turbulent flow. These local time dependencies
are, in general, in addition to the time varying behavior
of their corresponding bulk quantities.

Equations (A4), and (A5), momentum and energy conser
vation equations, are valid here as well, though they are 
not useful. This is due to the fact that velocity, pres
sure, and temperature in these equations are instanta
neous quantities. What is important in practice, how-
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ever, is the time-averaged mean value of each of these 
quantities. In turbulent flow, therefore, equations (A4) 
and (A5) are instantaneous differential equations for 
which a practical solution doesn't exist. The way out of 
this quagmire is to time average the differential equa
tions themselves. This is done in the momentum equation 
by introducing eĵ , eddy diffusivity for momentum and in 
the energy equation by ©h , eddy diffusivity for energy 
transports.

A3. Conservation Equations for Two-Phase Flow

The most general conservation equations for two-phase 
flow are those derived for the two-fluid model. Since 
two-phase flow is inherently a turbulent flow, conserva
tion equations for each phase should be derived from 
local, instantaneous equations averaged over time. If 
this set of time-averaged equations are integrated inside 
a finite size control volume a set of time and space 
averaged equations would result. These equations for 
each phase are as follows;
Conservation of Vapor Mass

~  (aPy) + V M o ^ v „ )  = r - Wtv (A7)
at

Conservation of Liquid Mass
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~l[Cl”a)PxJ -t- ^•[(l-a)piVi3 ^ " r - Wti CA8)
at

where r, and W^i represent the rate of vapor genera
tion and time averaged mass flow rates for vapor and 
liquid, respectively.
Conservation of Vapor Energy

-  8 a— (aPyUv) +t* (apyUyVy) + p V • (aVy) + p —
at St

~ *3wv *Ji ^tv  ̂ )

Conservation of Liquid Energy

-£ -[ (1 -a )  p ^ u iJ  + ^ • [(1-a) P iU iY i]  + p  v • [ (l-a)Vi] 
at

3 a
- p = qwi - qi - qtl (AlO)

3 t

Conservation of Vapor Momentum 

3 Yv
®  y  ... —I... +  ( ® P y Y y * V ) V y  +  O V P  — “  “  £ j _ y  +

3 t
OPyS - Ftv (All)

Conservation of Liquid Momentum

a YlCl-a) 2 — —  [ (l**ci)p * v]Vi + (1-a) VP =
3t

- Iwl - Ell + (l-a)Pia - £tl <A12)
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4.
Derivation of Equation (A7j through (A12) is based on

the assumptions that
- viscous stress and energy dissipation can be 

neglected
- the liquid and vapor pressures are equal within a 

control volume.
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APPENDIX 2
NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD FOR SOLVING A SET OF 

NON-LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS

The Newton-Raphson technique takes advantage of the 
Taylor * s expansion of algebraic functions; as follow,

df(xo)f(x) = f(xq) + (x - X q ) ------ = 0 (A13)
dx

Depending upon the reasonableness of the first 
guess, the method has a rather rapid rate of conver
gence . This method can be easily applied to a set of 
algebraic equations. A set of N equations for N unknowns 
can be written as;

Fi(Xj) = 0 (A14)

where i = 1 ...... N and j = 1,..... ,N and N is the
number of equations or unknowns. Alternatively, at k+1 
iteration

k k k+1
Fi(Xj) = Fi(Xj) +  [ J { X j ) J  hi = 0 (A15)

from here

k k+1 k
[J(Xj)3 hi == - Ei(Xj) (A16)

This is a set of N linearized algebraic equation for
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which many iteration techniques, such as Gauss-Jordan, 
exists. In this equation, [J] is the Jacobian matrix 
having partial differential elements all developed by 
using quantities of the previous iteration.

k
J ( X j  )

flCXj)
XI

k
fN(Xi).
XI

k
flCxij)

xn

k
%^X||)

xn

M i l )

2 4 1
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